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This study is aimed to investigate the influence of teaching approaches on students’ 
learning approaches in undergraduate Industrial Design education. The relationship 
between teaching and learning is one of the most important topics in educational 
research. In recent decades, a shift of paradigm from Instruction Paradigm to Learning 
Paradigm has been discussed a lot. Learning approaches are used to describe the 
qualitative differences in students’ learning approaches and have been studied in 
many disciplines. As very few studies have been undertaken regard to learning 
approaches in design disciplines, this study applied cross-sectional studies to explore 
the possible changes of students’ approaches to learning in the undergraduate 
Industrial Design programme at the National University of Singapore (NUS). The 
results showed that there is an increasing trend in students’ deep approach to learning. 
Students’ average score of deep approach is higher in studio setting than the overall 
score. A longitudinal study is needed to further exam the relationship between 
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The relationship between teaching and learning is one of the most important topics in 
educational research. Many studies reported that there is a trend of shifting teaching 
approach from “teacher-centred approach” to “student-centred approach” in various 
disciplines (Catalano & Catalano, 1999; Chiang, Chapman, & Elder, 2010). Teacher-
centred teaching approach is described as a teacher transferring knowledge to students 
and students receiving information passively; moreover teacher-centred teaching 
approach, the teacher’s role is to transfer knowledge effectively, and the learning 
process is a knowledge acquisition process (Bonk & King, 1998; Collins, Greeno, 
Resnick, Berliner, & Calfee, 1992; Cunningham & Duffy, 1996; Kember & Gow, 
1994). A student-centred teaching approach is described as students are the owners of 
their learning and teachers work as facilitators to help students decide what to learn 
and how to learn based on student’s interest (Brown, 2008). Student-centred teaching 
approach is expected to create better learning environment to enhance student’s 
learning motivation (McCombs & Whisler, 1997).  
In recent decades, learning approaches have been widely used as an indicator of 
quality of learning in many disciplines (Ballantine, Duff, & McCourt Larres, 2008; 
Chan & Tang, 2006; Reid, Duvall, & Evans, 2005). Learning approach refers to the 
way students learn and their motivation of learning (Ali, Gameel, & El Sebai, 2010). 
The initial study on learning approaches was conducted by Marton and Säljö (1976). 
Their study introduced a concept of “deep-level processing” and a “surface-level 
processing”. In 1984, Marton and his team further developed the concept of learning 
approach as “deep approach” and “surface approach” (Marton, Hounsell, & Entwistle, 
1984). Students who adopt a surface approach to learning have a “retention of factual 
detail at the expense of the structural relationships inherent in the data to be learned, 
while emotional or affective outcomes are feelings of dissatisfaction, boredom, or 
outright dislike”. One the other hand, students who adopt deep approach to learning 
have “an understanding of the structural complexity of the task and to positive 
feelings about it” (Biggs, 1987b).  
Studies have shown that students’ learning approaches are changing as they progress 
in their courses (Chan & Tang, 2006; Mak, 2003). Furthermore, different disciplines 
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adopt different teaching approaches which might result in different students’ 
approaches to learning (Laird, Shoup, Kuh, & Schwarz, 2008; Mak, 2003; 
Salamonson, Weaver, Chang, Koch, Bhathal, Khoo, & Wilson, 2013).  Salamonson  
et al., (2013) conducted a study to investigate learning approaches among different 
disciplines and discussed the correlation between learning approaches and learning 
outcome. The results showed that students majoring in Nursing, Engineering, 
Medicine, Health Science and Medicinal Chemistry adopt a wide variation of deep 
approach to learning. Studies have also shown that students’ learning approaches are 
changing as they go through study in their courses (Chan & Tang, 2006; Mak, 2003). 
With regards to education in the design discipline, there have been very few studies 
conducted in this aspect. Trigwell (2002) conducted a study to investigate the 
variation of teachers’ approach to design teaching using Approach to Teaching 
Inventory (ATI). ATI is a questionnaire to identify teachers’ approaches to teaching. 
ATI categorize teaching approaches into two scales, a Conceptual Changed/Student 
Focused approach and an Information Transmission/Teacher Focused approach. The 
results of this study claimed that the student-centred approach is used more in the 
design discipline compared to that of other disciplines as the design teachers are more 
likely to give students the opportunity to explore their own creative ideas. However, 
due to the qualitative nature of the study, whether student-centred approach is 
predominantly adopted in design modules teaching, and how does design education 
influence students’ approaches to learning has not been carefully studied yet. This 
study attempts to study the Industrial Design education at the National University of 
Singapore to identify the influences of design education on student approaches to 
learning.  
1.2 Purpose	of	the	study	
This study has three purposes. First, to study the influence of typical teaching setting 
of design education, studio teaching on students’ approaches to learning; second, to 
investigate the overall pattern of learning approaches adopted by students in different 
academic year; third, to understand the possible progressive influence of design 
education on students’ approaches to learning. This study is carried out on 
undergraduate students of the Division of Industrial Design (DID) at the National 
University of Singapore (NUS). The focus of this study is to discuss the paradigm of 
design education in NUS DID and its relationship with students’ learning approaches 
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and learning motivations, this study would, thus, create a point of reference for to 
teaching approaches, which may be used to enhance desirable learning in design 
students.  
1.3 Research	Questions	
1. What are NUS DID undergraduate students’ approaches to learning in the 
studio setting? 
2. Does the approach of learning in NUS DID undergraduate students’ change 
progressively?  
3. How does NUS DID education influence students’ approaches to learning? 
1.4 Significance	to	the	field	
In educational research, learning approaches are widely used as an indicator to 
evaluate the quality of learning. Whether education cultivates a deep sense of learning 
in students has been studied in many disciplines. This has also been tested in the 
Design discipline. In Industrial Design, students’ learning approaches have also been 
investigated in certain courses. Whether Industrial Design education has an influence 
on students’ approach to learning and their expectations as they go through the 
learning process have not been studied yet.  
1.5 Definitions	
1.5.1 Deep	approach	
A “deep-level” approach and a “surface-level” approach was first introduced in 
Marton and Säljö’s study (1976). In deep-level approach, students are expected to 
best engage in the learning activities to handle the task and solve the problem well 
(Biggs, Kember, & Leung, 2001).  
1.5.2 Surface	approach	
In surface approach to learning, students just want to finish a task with minimum 
work (Biggs et al., 2001).  
1.6 Outline	of	the	thesis	
This thesis includes 5 chapters. They are introduction, review of the literature, 
methodology, results, discussion and conclusion. 
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Chapter 1 is an introduction of the whole thesis.   
Chapter 2 introduces the background of this study, three issues which the study focus 
on, and why learning approach is been measured. 
Chapter 3 explains the methods that been used in this study.  
Chapter 4 reports findings and analysis methods of this study. 
Chapter 5 presents discussion on the research questions mentioned in Chapter 1. 




Chapter 2 introduces a review of literature related to the field of students’ learning 
approach in higher education, including:  
• an introduction of learning approaches and their importance as a measurement 
in educational studies.  
• the review of learning approaches in design education 
• the influential factors on learning approaches.  
• the influence of educational paradigms on the learning approaches, in 
particular, teacher-centred teaching approach and student-centred teaching 
approach, followed by describing the relationship between teaching 
approaches and learning approaches.  
• the characteristics of design education.  
• a summary of the research design in the field of students’ learning approaches 
in higher education.   
2.2 Learning	approach		
The concept of “learning approach” was originally from a study, which tested 
students’ process and strategies on a reading task (Marton & Säljö, 1976). The scope 
of the study has been gradually expanded to the study of learning task as a whole, for 
example, “learning approach” was used to describe the methods students were using 
toward a learning task in various disciplines (Bati, Gelderblom, & van Biljon, 2014; 
Bevan, Chan, & Tanner, 2014; Jayawardena, Hewapathirana, Banneheka, 
Ariyasinghe, & Ihalagedara, 2013).  
Originally, in the study of Marton and Säljö (1976), students appeared to adopt two 
different levels of processing whilst doing reading tasks. These two distinguishable 
levels were named “deep-level processing” and “surface-level processing”.  In this 
study volunteers were asked to read several passages of a prose and they are asked 
questions about the passages. In “deep-level processing”, the students directly dived 
into studying the content, which was instructed in the task, to understand what the 
author was trying to say.  In “surface-level processing” students focused on doing the 
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task itself, i.e. using a “reproduce” mode of learning, students aimed to find the 
answers to the questions in the prose. In the same year, Biggs (1976) developed a 
Study Behaviour Questionnaire (SBQ), as there were contradictions in the field of 
research into behaviour study at that time. This survey contains two subscales. One 
subscale describes the characteristics of students’ stable personalities, while the other 
subscale describes the characteristics of learning tasks. Biggs followed the work of 
Marton (1976), Marton and Säljö (1976), and combined his two studies, orthogonal 
value-motive strategy dimensions (Biggs, 1978a) (see Table 2-1) and a taxonomy of 
learning quality (Biggs, 1978b), he identified three dimensions of study process. 
These three dimensions are utilizing, internalizing, and achieving, and each of them 
contains a strategic and motivational component (Biggs, 1979). In a later study, 
Marton and his team applied the term “surface approach” and “deep approach” to 
describe the level of individual student’s approaches to learning (Marton et al., 1984). 
In 1987, Biggs and his team further defined the three dimensions of study process into 
“deep”, “surface” and “achieving” (Biggs, 1987b). In “deep” approach, Biggs 
identified students to have an intrinsic motivation in learning. In “surface” approach, 
students just want to finish a task with minimum work. And in “achieving” approach, 
students aimed at achieving higher grades in a competition. However, Biggs (1987a) 
refined these three dimensions into two factors. His study proved that the motive and 
strategy in ‘Achieving’ is correlated to ‘Deep’s’ approach by Higher-order factor 
analyses. Two other studies applied confirmatory factor analysis and confirmed that 
the achieving strategy and achieving motive is aligned with both “Surface” and “Deep” 
approach (Kember & Leung, 1998; Wong, Lin, & Watkins, 1996). This means that a 
two-factor model (surface and deep approach) is better than a three-factor model 
(surface, achieving and deep approach). Today, the two-factor learning approach 
model with Surface and Deep approach is widely used in educational research (See 
Figure 2-1).    
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Table 2-1 Three different dimensions in students' approaches to learning 
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Source: Adapted from (Biggs, 1978a) 
	
Figure 2-1 The development of the Study Process Questionnaire 
Sources: developed from (Biggs, 1976, 1978a, 1979, 1987b; Biggs et al., 2001; Marton et al., 1984; 













































Many researches into design education attempted to use student-centred teaching 
approaches to develop deep approach to learning in students. Ellmers, Foley, and 
Bennett (2008) conducted a study which applied a new framework of assessment to 
develop deep approach to learning in graphic design students. The results showed that 
students adopted a deeper level of learning as the researchers revised assessment 
criteria to encourage reflective thinking based on Moon (1999)’s characteristics of 
deep approach to learning. The criteria include “checking evidence and relating it to 
conclusions”, “looking for patterns and underlying principle”, “becoming actively 
interested in course content” and so on. For example, for “checking evidence and 
relating it to conclusions”, students were tasked to reflect on their own abilities and 
identify a design industry they are interested in. This approach matches students’ own 
interest and individual student’s capability. Such a student-centred approach increased 
ownership in students, and made the class relevant to students’ future career. In textile 
design education, (Sayer, Wilson, & Challis, 2006) a study adopted Problem Based 
Learning (PBL) in teaching the design of seamless knitwear. In the study, students 
were required to work in pairs and used Dubied 7-gauge hand-flat knitting machines 
to produce their work. Students’ feedback showed that they had higher enthusiasm in 
learning and could understand concepts better. The reason maybe because the 
traditional lectures are not able to visualize 3D concepts, but PBL offers students 
hands-on practice opportunities of working on the machines. PBL was also applied in 
architecture design education. Eilouti (2007) conducted a pilot study which adopted 
PBL in a computer supported architectural project. The students were asked to do 
work in terms of unfamiliar technical problems, which simulated problems in real life. 
The results showed that the students had a higher level of enthusiasm and engagement 
in learning.  PBL is a student-centred approach as it shifted the teaching approach 
from a generalized approach to a more individual approach, guiding students to 
identify problems and construct design knowledge by themselves. Daniel (2012) 
echoed this and claimed that a student-centred approach to teach design can enhance 
deep approach to learning in students. He conducted a workshop to teach sketching to 
engineers, using a student-centred approach. With the consideration that students have 
no confidence in sketching, this workshop began with a very simple warm-up exercise 
which taught them to draw straight lines. As the assessment of this workshop was 
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focused on the process of drawing rather than the outcome of drawing, students tend 
to adopt a deeper level of learning.  However, even though the student-centred 
teaching approach has been applied in numerous design education, little evidence has 
been shown in the education of Industrial Design. 
2.4 Learning	approach	as	an	indicator	of	quality	of	learning		
In the Oxford dictionary, learning is defined as “the acquisition of knowledge or skills 
through study, experience or being taught.” and teaching is defined as “ideas or 
principles taught by an authority”. In educational research studies, the quality of 
learning has often been measured by academic performance (grades) (Booth, Luckett, 
& Mladenovic, 1999; Duff, 2003; Farooq & Regnier, 2011), Structure of the 
Observed Learning Outcome (SOLO taxonomy) (Figueira & Duarte, 2011) and other 
factors (such as deep and surface approach to learning, number of credits) (Severiens 
& Wolff, 2008).  
Duff (2003) tested students’ approaches to learning and their relationship with 
academic performance. The academic performance he used as an indicator were the 
students’ final assessment marks. Severiens and Wolff (2008) investigated students of 
ethnic minorities and majorities relation to their social and academic integration and 
quality of learning. For the study of quality of learning, this study adopted the number 
of credits, average grades and approaches to learning. The criteria for high quality of 
learning are: students gain credits in a shorter time period, higher average grades, 
deep approach to learning. SOLO taxonomy is used to describe students’ “structural 
complexity” of learning outcome. SOLO taxonomy has five levels, prestructural, 
unistructural, multistructural, relational and extended abstract, they are “ordered in 
terms of characteristics that include progression from concrete to abstract; an 
increasing number of organizing dimensions; increasing consistency; and use of 
organizing or relating principles, with hypothetical or self-generated principles being 
used at the most complex end” (Biggs & Collis, 2014).  
Learning approaches describe students’ engagement in learning and predict further 
learning (Biggs, 1987b) (see Table 2-2). Biggs claimed that in the long run, students 
who primarily adopt a surface approach to learning at higher education tend to end 
their formal education once they have achieved their qualifications. On the contrary, 
one who primarily adopts a deep and/or achieving approach to learning would like go 
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beyond their first degree and pursue a further education, such as Honors, or a higher 
degree. Furthermore, Marton and Säljö conducted a study in 1976 to apply the 
qualitative different level of learning to prove the relationship between different levels 
of processing and outcome. This study designed two levels of questions to induce 
different levels of learning in students. One requires a deep understanding of given 
materials which aims to induce a deep-level (DL) processing of learning and another 
one requires a recall of factual information which aims to induce a surface-level (SL) 
processing of learning. A retention test was conducted after 45 days later. The results 
showed that students in DL group showed a higher level of retention in long-term 
than that of students in SL group. This result is in line with previous studies (Säljö, 
1975). To summarize, surface approach to learning may be efficient in immediate 
testing; whereas deep approach to learning may have higher levels of retention in the 
long run. In conclusion, a deep approach to learning may have a positive relationship 
with further education and life-long learning.  
Students who adopt a surface approach may understand superficial facts or procedural 
knowledge of a subject whereas students who adopt a deep approach to learning may 
understand the principle and theoretical knowledge in subject (Chin & Brown, 2000). 
Many studies have reported that different levels of engagement in learning result in 
different learning outcomes. A deep approach to learning correlates to better 
engagement in learning and a better learning outcome, whereas a surface approach to 
learning correlates to less engagement in learning and a lower learning outcome 
(Gargallo López, Almerich Cerveró, Suárez Rodríguez, García Félix, & Garfella 
Esteban, 2013; Reid, Duvall, & Evans, 2007; Salamonson et al., 2013; Trigwell & 
Prosser, 1991).  
Biggs et al. (2001) claimed that ideally students are expected to spend the highest 
level of energy on a learning task so that they can solve the problem in the most 
appropriate way. A deep approach to learning is the desired learning approach that 
both students and teachers are pursuing. Under the circumstances, learning 
approaches become an indicator of quality of learning in educational studies. 
Table 2-2 A comparison of deep approach and surface approach to learning 
Deep approach Surface approach 
1. Intrinsic motivation 
2. Better engagement 
3. Better retention in long-term 
1. Extrinsic motivation 
2. Less engagement 
3. Better outcome in immediate 
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4. Continue further study testing 
4. Tend to be satisfied with the first 
degree 




“Paradigm” is a synonymous with	“pattern”, which refers to the way people express 
meaning from what they understand from their experiences. A paradigm covers the 
things that people see from different perspectives and different aspects of phenomena 
in their lives (Jacobs & Farrell, 2001). Like Barr and Tagg (1995) illustrated, a 
teaching paradigm shift which happened in American higher education covered many 
aspects (see Table 2-3) such as purpose of teaching, teaching structures, learning 
theory, and the role of teachers, etc. Barr and Tagg claimed that in a college of 
“Instruction Paradigm”, the aim is to provide instruction while in a college of 
“Learning Paradigm”, the aim is to produce learning.  
Table 2-3 A comparison of two educational paradigms 
Instruction Paradigm    Learning Paradigm 
Mission & Purpose 
• Provide/deliver instruction   
• Transfer knowledge from faculty to 
students   
• Offer courses and programs   
• Improve the quality of instruction   
• Achieve access for diverse students   
• Produce learning 
• Elicit student discovery and 
construction of knowledge  
• Create powerful learning 
environments   
• Improve the quality of learning   
• Achieve success for diverse students   
Criteria for Success   
• Inputs, resources   
• Quality of entering students   
• Curriculum development, expansion   
• Quantity and quality of resources   
• Enrolment, revenue growth   
• Quality of faculty, instruction   
• Learning and student-success 
outcomes   
• Quality of exiting students   
• Learning technologies development, 
expansion   
• Quantity and quality of outcomes   
• Aggregate learning growth, 
efficiency   
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• Quality of students, learning   
Teaching/Learning Structures   
• Atomistic; parts prior to whole   
• Time held constant, learning varies   
• 50-minute lecture, 3-unit course   
• Classes start/end at same time   
• One teacher, one classroom   
• Independent disciplines, departments 
  
• Covering material   
• End-of-course assessment   
• Grading within classes by instructors 
  
• Private assessment   
• Degree equals accumulated credit 
hours   
• Holistic; whole prior to parts   
• Learning held constant, time varies   
• Learning environments   
• Environment ready when student is   
• Whatever learning experience works   
• Cross discipline/department 
collaboration   
• Specified learning results   
• Pre/during/post assessments   
• External evaluations of learning   
• Public assessment   
• Degree equals demonstrated 
knowledge and skills   
Learning Theory 
• Knowledge exists "out there"  
• Knowledge comes in "chunks" and 
"bits" delivered by instructors  
• Learning is cumulative and linear Fits 
the storehouse of knowledge 
metaphor  
• Learning is teacher centred and 
controlled  
• "Live" teacher, "live" students 
required  
• The classroom and learning are 
competitive and individualistic Talent 
and ability are rare  
• Knowledge exists in each person's 
mind and is shaped by individual 
experience  
• Knowledge is constructed, created, 
and "gotten"  
• Learning is a nesting and interacting 
of frameworks  
• Fits learning how to ride a bicycle 
metaphor  
• Learning is student centered and 
controlled  
• "Active" learner required, but not 
"live" teacher  
• Learning environments and learning 
are cooperative, collaborative, and 
supportive  
• Talent and ability are abundant  
Productivity/Funding 
• Definition of productivity: cost per 
hour of instruction per student  
• Funding for hours of instruction  
• Definition of productivity: cost per 
unit of learning per student  
• Funding for learning outcomes  
Nature of Roles 
• Faculty are primarily lecturers  
• Faculty and students act 
independently and in isolation  
• Teachers classify and sort students  
• Staff serve/support faculty and the 
process of instruction  
• Faculty are primarily designers of 
learning methods and environments  
• Faculty and students work in teams 
with each other and other staff  
• Teachers develop every student's 
competencies and talents  
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• Any expert can teach Line 
governance; independent actors 
• All staff are educators who produce 
student learning and success  
• Empowering learning is challenging 
and complex 
• Shared governance; teamwork  
Source: Adapted from (Barr & Tagg, 1995)	
2.5.1.2 Teaching	conception/teaching	orientation	
Teaching conception is considered as the beliefs and concepts about teaching that 
decides a teacher’s perception to a situation, which would in turn, shape the teacher’s 
actions (Lam & Kember, 2006). Gow and Kember (1993) claims that teaching 
conception is equal to teaching orientation. They did a study, which aims to 
understand the relationship between teaching conceptions and students’ learning 
outcome. Through their interview with lecturers, the authors identified two main 
teaching orientations, a “Learning Facilitation” orientation and “Knowledge 
Transmission” orientation (Gow & Kember, 1993). A Learning Facilitation 
orientation refers to a teaching orientation in which a lecturer believes that teaching is 
to help students to gain problem solving skills and critical thinking skills (Gow & 
Kember, 1993). A Knowledge Transmission orientation refers to a teaching 
orientation in which the lecturer plays a role of an expert in class and presents 
knowledge of discipline to students to prepare students for a professional position in 
this discipline (Gow & Kember, 1993). Learning facilitation orientation is matched 
with the criteria of Learning Paradigm, e.g. “Produce learning”; while Knowledge 
Transmission, as its name, it is matched with the criteria of Instruction Paradigm, e.g. 
“ Provide instruction”. This study also pointed out that these two teaching 
orientations (teaching conceptions) are correlated with the results of Study Process 
Questionnaire, where Knowledge Transmission is correlated to surface approach to 
learning and Learning Facilitation is correlated to deep approach to learning.  
Another study of Kember and Gow conducted in 1994 also confirmed the significant 
correlation between teaching orientation and students’ learning approaches (Kember 
& Gow, 1994). This study applied a questionnaire on teachers from 15 departments of 
2 institutes in Hong Kong to investigate teaching orientations, the relationship 
between teaching orientation and teaching method and their influence on students’ 
approaches to learning. The results showed that students from a department, which 
adopts more “learning facilitation”, applied deep approach to learning; whereas 
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students from a department, which adopts “knowledge transmission”, applied surface 
approach to learning. This study also reported that the design department has the 
second highest mean score on “learning facilitation” among all 15 departments. In 
addition, the score of students’ deep approach to learning in the design department 
shows an increasing trend throughout the course. Possible reasons reported by the 
design department are, a large number of project-based courses (even in the few 
lectures, the teaching/learning process is based on individual or group discussion on 
projects) and the assessment of learning (students are assessed based on their project 
work rather than traditional examinations). This study concluded that teaching 
orientation influences the adoption of teaching approach, the setting of learning tasks, 
the arrangement of workload and the deciding of assessment. These will further 
influence students’ approaches to learning. A project-based format of the course, 
more interactive discussion between students and teachers and the assessment based 
learning process may increase students’ deep approach to learning. As this study 
investigated teaching orientation and teaching methods and their influence on students’ 
learning approach in department level, a specific research into design education is 
needed to discuss the possible progressive influence of design teaching and the 
specific influence of studio teaching on students’ learning.  
In 1997, Kember conducted a literature review on teaching conceptions, and 
summarized two categories, which is named as “Student-centred/learning-oriented” 
and “Teacher-centred/content-oriented”. This study defined that, in teacher-
centred/learning-oriented conception, the emphasis is on the teacher and the teaching 
focus is on defining content. In student-centred/learning-oriented conception, the 
emphasis is on student, and the teaching focus is on helping student to learn (Kember, 
1997). Student-centred/learning-oriented is matched with the criteria of Learning 
Paradigm, e.g. “Elicit student discovery and construction of knowledge” while 
teacher-centred/learning-oriented is matched with the criteria of Instruction Paradigm, 
e.g. “Offer courses and programs”.  
2.5.1.3 Teaching	approach	
Approaches to teaching are regarded as the way concepts or beliefs are implemented 
(Lam & Kember, 2006). Some studies reported that teaching paradigm tends to shift 
from “Instruction Paradigm” to “Learning Paradigm”. Consequently, teaching 
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approaches tend to shift from “Teacher-centred” to “Student-centred” (Davidovitch, 
2013; Eddy & Lawrence, 2013).  
Trigwell, Prosser, and Taylor (1994) studied the teaching strategies and their relation 
with teaching intentions. This study identified five teaching approaches:  
1. A teacher-focused strategy with the intention of transmitting information to 
students; 
2. A teacher-focused strategy with the intention that students acquire the 
concepts of the discipline; 
3. A teacher/student interaction strategy with the intention that students acquire 
the concepts of the discipline; 
4. A student-focused strategy aimed at students developing their conception; 
5. A student-focused strategy aimed at students changing their conceptions. 
Trigwell, Prosser, and Waterhouse (1999) modified the five teaching approaches and 
summarized into two categories namely, “Information transmission/teacher-focused” 
and “conceptual change/student-focused”. The Information transmission/teacher-
focused (ITTF) approach is considered an approach in which the teacher intends to 
transmit information to students. In this approach, the teacher focuses on the facts and 
skills of the discipline, and do not focus on the interaction relationship between 
teacher and students. Students are not expected to be active in teaching/learning 
process (Trigwell & Prosser, 1996). The Conceptual change/student-focused approach 
(CCSF) is considered as an approach in which the teacher intends to help students 
change their perception of the domain and their views of the world. Students are 
expected to construct their own knowledge and the teacher pays attention to students 
and their learning (Trigwell & Prosser, 1996).  Referring to educational paradigms, 
ITTF approach is matched with the criteria of Instruction Paradigm, e.g. “Provide 
instruction” while CCSF is matched with the criteria of Learning Paradigm, e.g. 
“Elicit student discovery and construction of knowledge”.   
In 2000, Kember and Kwan categorized teaching approaches by motive and strategy, 
and named them “content-centred” and “learning-centred”. Their study claimed that a 
content-centred approach focuses on the teaching material and content. In content-
centred approach, it is the teacher who decides what to learn and provides learning 
materials to students, the teacher pays attention to the entire class. A learning-centred 
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approach is defined as a teaching approach which emphasis on students and students’ 
learning, and teachers pay attention to individual students more (Kember & Kwan, 
2000). Referring to educational paradigm, content-centred is matched with the criteria 
of Instruction Paradigm, e.g. “Learning is teacher-centred and controlled” while 
learning-centred is matched with the criteria of Learning Paradigm, e.g. “Knowledge 
exists in each person's mind and is shaped by individual experience” (Barr & Tagg, 
1995).  
In 2006, Lam and Kember defined conceptions of teaching and approaches to the 
teaching of Arts education. In this study, the approaches to teaching are defined as 
“subject-centred” and “student-centred”. A “subject-centred” approach is aimed at 
equipping students with art knowledge and skill, the teachers’ role is to deliver art 
knowledge and skill, and the students’ role is to gain art knowledge. Teachers 
evaluate students’ work based on their achievement. A “student-centred” approach is 
aimed at engaging students in expressing their own emotion through art works. The 
teachers’ role is to encourage expression and help students in creative works, and the 
students’ role is to prepare for learning. Teachers evaluate students’ work based on 
individual’s need (Lam & Kember, 2006). Referring to educational paradigm, subject-
centred is matched with the criteria of Instruction Paradigm, e.g. “Provide instruction” 
while student-centred is matched with the criteria of Learning Paradigm, e.g. 
“Knowledge exists in each person's mind and is shaped by individual experience”.  
Many other studies have also identified teaching approaches as similar concepts, such 
as “content-focused” and “learning-focused” (Postareff & Lindblom-Ylänne, 2008), 
“teaching-centred” and “learning-centred”(Samuelowicz & Bain, 2001).   
Researchers claimed that there is a correlation between teaching approaches and 
learning approaches. An empirical study conducted by Trigwell et al. (1999) 
identified that teachers who directly transfer knowledge to students have students who 
tend to adopt a surface approach to learning. The teachers who guide students to 
construct their own knowledge would have students who tend to adopt deep approach 
to learning. This means an ITTF approach to teaching is correlated to surface 
approach to learning, while a CCSF approach is correlated to deep approach to 
learning. In other words, when teachers focus on what they teach and believe in 
knowledge transmission as their main method of teaching, students tend to adopt 
surface approach to learning. When teachers focus on what student learn and aim to 
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change students’ concept to learning, their students tend to adopt deep approach to 
learning (Trigwell et al., 1999).  
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Table 2-4 Educational paradigm, teaching orientation/conception, teaching approach 
Year Paradigm Orientation/conception Approach  
1993  • Knowledge 
transmission/learning 
facilitation (Gow & Kember, 
1993) 
 
1994  • Knowledge 
transmission/learning 
facilitation; 
• A teacher-focused strategy 
with the intention of 
transmitting information to 
students;/A teacher-focused 
strategy with the intention that 
students acquire the concepts 
of the discipline;/A 
teacher/student interaction 
strategy with the intention that 
students acquire the concepts 
of the discipline;/A student-
focused strategy aimed at 
students developing their 
conception;/A student-focused 
strategy aimed at students 
changing their conceptions; 
(Trigwell et al., 1994) 
 








1996   • Information 
transmission teacher 
focused/ conceptual 
change student focused  
1999   • Information 
transmission teacher 
focused/ conceptual 
change student focused 
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2000   • Content-
centred/learning-centred 
(Kember & Kwan, 
2000) 
2001   • Teaching-
centred/learning-centred 
(Samuelowicz & Bain, 
2001) 
2006   • Subject-centred/student-
centred (Lam & 
Kember, 2006) 
2008   • Content-
focused/learning-
focused (Postareff & 
Lindblom-Ylänne, 
2008) 
2013   • Teacher-
centred/student-centred 
(Davidovitch, 2013; 
Eddy & Lawrence, 
2013) 	
Table 2-4 summarizes the development and categories of educational paradigm, 
teaching orientation/conception and teaching approach. To summarize, an educational 
paradigm describes all the aspects of teaching and learning, while a teaching concept 
or teaching orientation represents a teacher’s belief and perspective of teaching, and 
his/her teaching approach (see Figure 2-2). Teaching orientation/conception decides 
the teaching approach that teachers adopted. As educational paradigm includes many 
aspects of teaching and learning issues, this current study adopts “Instructional 
Paradigm” and “Learning Paradigm” to discuss and analyse teaching and learning in 
NUS DID.  
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Figure 2-2 Paradigm, orientation/conception, approach in education	
2.5.2 Task	complexity	&	workload	
Research has shown that both task complexity and workload have influence on 
students’ approaches to learning (Perkins, 1991; Struyven, Dochy, Janssens, & Gielen, 
2006). Task complexity and workload are interrelated when discussing about 
workload, there are both qualitative and quantitative aspects of workload (Kyndt, 
Dochy, Struyven, & Cascallar, 2010). Other studies which discuss the factors 
influencing students’ approaches to learning have also pointed out that workload may 
be a factor that influence students’ approaches to learning (Kyndt, Dochy, Struyven, 
& Cascallar, 2012; Varunki, Katajavuori, & Postareff, 2015). A study, conducted on a 
pharmacy course, seeks to understand the factors affecting the changes in students’ 
approaches to learning. The students’ feedback mentioned both quantitative and 
qualitative aspects of workload such as “the amount of information was enormous”, 
and “Well, there was a lot of machinery and stuff and I don’t get it” (Varunki et al., 
2015). However, Kyndt and his research group’s conducted a study in 2012 which 
had a contradicting result and proved that an appropriate high workload is related to 
deep approach to learning (Kyndt, Dochy, Struyven, & Cascallar, 2012).  
Task complexity is somehow similar to the qualitative aspect of workload. Kyndt et al. 
(2010) studied the correlation between perceived workload, task complexity and 






dimensions; Familiarity, solution and lack of information. Familiarity refers to 
students’ familiarity to the task. Solution is explained as multiple solutions or multiple 
paths which have equal value to the task. Lack of information means the availability 
and accessibility of the information and condition to complete the task. The findings 
of this study pointed out that a perceived lack of information has a significant 
negative correlation with deep approach to learning, but familiarity has a positive 
correlation with deep approach to learning. This study pointed out that the lack of 
information to task and the feeling derived from a lack of knowledge to solve a 
problem may cause a sense of insecurity in students. This study also identified the 
qualitative and quantitative aspect of workload, such as the large amount of time 
spent requesting an interview, the time spend on assignments are the quantitative 
aspect of workload. The qualitative aspect of workload refers to the difficulty of a 
task. In this study, some comments from the participants were “I found it a difficult 
text to analyse”, “the observation was broader and included more elements”, and “you 
had to learn a lot by yourself”. Students’ feedback showed that the quantitative aspect 
of workload may have a negative relationship with students’ deep approach to 
learning; while the qualitative aspect of workload may seem to have a positive 
relationship with deep approach to learning. However, these results are not significant 
in Kyndt et al. (2010)’s study. Ramsden studied the relationship between students’ 
perceptions on learning environment and students’ learning approach in 1992. He 
concluded that students applied a surface approach to learning when their perception 
to the nature of the assessment is mainly memorization based, and their perception to 
the workload is high (Ramsden, 1992). It is not clear whether high workload has a 
positive or negative impact on students’ deep approach to learning. A further research 
is therefore required to understand the relationship between the workload and learning 
approach in design, which will be discussed in in Chapter 5. 
2.5.3 Teaching	methods		
Teaching method is “the specific instructional techniques or behaviours and teaching 
style refers to the way various teaching approaches are combined” (Tubić & 
Hamiloğlu, 2009).  
As mentioned previously, (Sayer et al., 2006) applied PBL approach to on a 3D 
seamless knitwear design class to test whether this method would have a better 
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knowledge retention in students. The results showed a maintainable interest in 
students and a raise of enthusiasm in students’ learning. To help students understand 
3D seamless knitwear construction technique, active hands-on practice in students is 
very important.  
Another study by Gow and Kember’s reported that work pressures, assessment 
method, extrinsic motivation and lecturer’s requirement may also influence students’ 
approaches to learning (Gow & Kember, 1990). Specifically, a surface demand of 
assessments like multiple choice and short-answer questions promote surface 
approach in students; while an assessment like open-ended questions promote greater 
use of deep approach in students. Individual teacher’s characteristic and the freedom 
given in students’ learning may also be factors that influence students’ approach to 
learning.  
2.6 Learning	approach	changes	through	learning	progress	
Students’ approaches to learning are not fixed, they change throughout a students’ 
learning progress and vary with learning contexts (Jackling, 2005). Higher education 
may have an effect in helping students construct their approaches to learning. 
Accordingly, students’ approaches to learning may change in the transition between 
different learning stages. In Accounting education, one study mentioned that students’ 
approaches to learning showed significance variance over three years (Jackling, 2005). 
There is a consistent increase in the score of deep strategy, which explains that 
students at higher levels of their study year have higher chance to adopt previous 
knowledge to current studies and have higher interest in studying. The changing of 
deep and achieving approach to learning were consistent in both cross-sectional and 
longitudinal studies, which means that students have a trend of applying deep and 
achieving approaches over time. The results of this study showed that the 
undergraduate accounting education program changes students’ approaches to 
learning. The possible factor that influence this change may be the teaching and 
learning environment (Jackling, 2005). Chan and Tang (2006) indicates that the 
approach to learning for Hospitality students vary from the beginning, when they 
enter the program, to the end of the first year. This study used a pre-test and post-test 
comparison. The score of pre-test describes students’ approach to learning before the 
influence of university teaching. The post-test score explains the effect of university 
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teaching on students’ approaches to learning. Results show that there was a significant 
decrease in students’ surface approaches to learning after one’s study in the program. 
The possible reason for the decrease in students’ surface approach to learning might 
be the student-centred learning. More specifically, assessment method, real problems 
and freedom could be possible explanations too. Interview data of this study showed 
that some subjects assess students’ performance in operational skills instead of 
examinations. In addition, the nature of this course requires industrial knowledge. 
Students are required to have working experience in the hospitality industry, which 
equips students with skills to deal with real problems. Moreover, for learning 
experience, students also mentioned they are allowed to choose what content to study 
and are also free to study on their own. Students’ interview data also reported that 
student-teacher relationship is satisfactory, workload is appropriate, the 
encouragement of deep thinking, changing of students’ perception to learning. These 
factors might have contributed to the drop in students’ surface approach to learning.  
Some studies reported that students’ approaches to learning change with students’ 
learning progress, while some studies showed not found changes in students’ 
approaches to learning (Busato, Prins, Elshout, & Hamaker, 1998; Newble & Gordon, 
1985; Zeegers, 2001).  
2.7 The	influence	of	discipline	on	students’	learning	approach		
Different disciplines require different skills. Students may apply different learning 
approaches and strategies when they face different learning tasks. Many studies 
indicate that students from different disciplines apply different approaches to learning 
(Biggs, 1987b; Ramsden & Entwistle, 1981). Biggs (1987b) studied differences of 
students’ approaches to learning in basic humanities and science, faculty of arts, 
science and education. The results showed that science students scored higher on 
surface and achieve approach to learning than that of arts and education students. 
Ramsden and Entwistle (1981) also pointed that science students adopt surface 
approach to learning more obviously than arts students. Despite the factor of 
discipline, Eley (1992) pointed out that students’ perception of teaching approach also 
has a correlation with learning approach. This study showed that students modified 
their approaches to learning according to different nature of tasks they perceive. This 
finding gives another understanding that the differences of students’ approaches to 
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learning from context to context might be because of the nature of task and the 
students’ perception of teaching as well.  
One study claimed that there is no significant difference in deep approach to learning 
between students who majored in Arts and Science, but students who majored in Arts 
showed a lower score on surface approach to learning than Science students (Hayes & 
Richardson, 1995). This study explained that arts students have less fear in failure 
than science students. Some studies discussed the relationship between students’ 
approaches to learning and category of disciplines.  
Laird et al. (2008) argued that students from soft disciplines adopted a higher level of 
deep approach to learning than students from hard disciplines. This study pointed out 
that the possible reasons may be due to grading strategies and the differences in 
teaching practice and teaching goals between soft and hard disciplines. Another study 
reported a result in line with Laird’s study (Hayes & Richardson, 1995; Watkins & 
Hattie, 1981). This study pointed out that arts students showed a relatively higher 
motivation in their study compare to science students. Science students tend to show 
motivation in vocational concerns.  
In summary, the reasons contributing to the disciplinary differences in students’ 
approaches to learning are probably these two aspects: Teaching approach and 
relating to students themselves. Teaching strategies, teaching goals, and teaching 
practice may have an influence on students’ approaches to learning, as well as 
students’ motivation in learning.  
2.8 Student-centred	and	teacher-centred		
A teacher-centred teaching approach and a student-centred teaching approach has 
been discussed a lot in educational studies. Teacher-centred teaching approach is 
described as a teacher transferring knowledge to students and students receiving 
information passively. In teacher-centred teaching approach, the teacher’s role is to 
transfer knowledge effectively, and the learning process is a knowledge acquisition 
process (Bonk & King, 1998; Collins et al., 1992; Cunningham & Duffy, 1996; 
Kember & Gow, 1994). A teacher-centred teaching style is also explained as “a style 
of instruction that is formal, controlled, and autocratic in which the instructor directs 
how, what, and when students learn” (Dupin-Bryant, 2004).  
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A student-centred teaching approach is described as students are the owners of their 
learning and teachers work as facilitators to help students decide what to learn and 
how to learn based on student’s interest (Brown, 2008). Dupin-Bryant (2004) claimed 
student-centred teaching style as “a style of instruction that is responsive, 
collaborative, problem-centred, and democratic in which both students and the 
instructor decide how, what, and when learning occurs”. Table 2-5 describes the 
difference between teacher-centred and student-centred in paradigm level, which is 
general concept of two approaches. For example, “Students passively receive 
information” and “Students are actively involved”, there is no more detail 
elaborations of how to do it. Table 2-6 provides specific instructions of how to apply 
student-centred and teacher-centred. For example, when comparing the course 
delivery of two approaches, a student-centred approach is described as “Active 
learning, Assignments for formative purpose, Online, asynchronous, self-directed 
learning”, while a teacher-centred approach is described as “Lecture, Assignments 
and exams for summative purpose”.  
Table 2-5 A comparison of Teacher-centred and Learner-centred Paradigms 
Teacher-centred Paradigm Learner-centred Paradigm 
Knowledge is transmitted from professor to 
students 
Students construct knowledge through gathering and 
synthesizing information and integrating it with the 
general skills of inquiry, communication, critical 
thinking, problem solving and so on 
Students passively receive information Students are actively involved 
Emphasis is on acquisition of knowledge outside 
the context in which it will be used 
Emphasis is on using and communicating knowledge 
effectively to address enduring and emerging issues 
and problems in real-life contexts 
Professor’s role is to be primary information giver 
and primary evaluator 
Professor’s role is to coach and facilitate  
Professor and students evaluate learning together  
Teaching and assessing are separate Teaching and assessing are intertwined 
Assessment is used to monitor learning Assessment is used to promote and diagnose learning 
Emphasis is on right answers Emphasis is on generating better questions and 
learning from errors 
Desired learning is assessed indirectly through the 
use of objectively scored tests 
Desired learning is assessed directly through papers, 
projects, performances, portfolios, and the like 
Focuses is on a single discipline Approach is compatible with interdisciplinary 
investigation  
Culture is competitive and individualistic  Culture is cooperative, collaborative, and supportive  
Only students are viewed as learners Professor and students learn together  
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Note: resource from:(Huba & Freed, 2000a)  
Table 2-6 A comparison of Teacher-centred and Student-centred Instructions 
Note: resource from: (Allen, 2003; Huba & Freed, 2000b) 
2.9 Relationship	between	teaching	approach	and	learning	approach		
Generally, student’s approaches to learning are associated with teacher’s teaching 
approaches (Gibbs & Coffey, 2004; Trigwell et al., 1999). Student-centred teaching 
approach is expected to create better learning environment to enhance student’s 
learning motivation (McCombs & Whisler, 1997). A study proved that a student-
Concept Teacher-centred Learner-centred 
Teaching 
goals 
• Cover the discipline  • Students learn: 
1. How to use the discipline 
2. How to integrate disciplines to solve 
complex problems 
3. An array of core learning objectives, 
such as communication and 




• Courses in catalogue • Cohesive program with 
systematically created opportunities 
to synthesize, practice, and develop 










• Independent learning, often in 
competition for grades 
• Students construct knowledge by 
integrating new learning into what 
they already know  
• Learning is viewed as a cognitive 
and social act 




• Assignments and exams for 
summative purposes 
• Active learning  
• Assignments for formative purposes 
• Collaborative learning 
• Community service learning 
• Cooperative learning 
• Online, asynchronous, self-directed 
learning 
• Problem-based learning 
Course 
grading 
• Faculty as gatekeepers 
• Normal distribution expected  
• Grades indicate mastery of learning 
objectives 
Faculty role • Sage on the stage • Designer of learning environments 
Effective 
teaching 
• Teach (present information) well 
and those who can will learn  
• Engage students in their learning 
• Help all students master learning 
objectives 
• Use classroom assessment to 
improve courses 
• Use program assessment to improve 
programs 
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centred teaching approach is associated with deep approach to learning, while a 
teacher-centred teaching approach is associated with surface approach to learning 
(Beausaert, Segers, & Wiltink, 2013). Many other studies also support this finding 
that a student-centred teaching approach enhances student's’ deep approach to 
learning (Gordon & Debus, 2002; Sivan, Leung, Woon, & Kember, 2000; Tiwari, 
Chan, Wong, Wong, Chui, Wong, & Patil, 2006; Waters* & Johnston, 2004). 
However, some studies claimed that a student-centred teaching approach increases 
students’ surface approach to learning because of a heavy workload, students lack of 
motivation, life experiences (Baeten, Dochy, & Struyven, 2008; Papinczak, Young, 
Groves, & Haynes, 2008); or decrease students’ deep approach to learning because of 
the lack of feedback and structure and the heavy workload (Groves, 2005; Reid et al., 
2005; Struyven et al., 2006). Reid et al. (2005) and his colleague pointed out that it 
would be difficult to improve deep approach to learning in students when their deep 
approach scores are already very high. 
Some studies also supported that a student-centred teaching approach is related to 
deep approach to learning (Gow & Kember, 1993; Trigwell et al., 1999). Studies 
showed that students tend to adopt deep approach to learning with a “learning 
facilitation” orientation, while they tend to adopt surface approach to learning with a 
“knowledge transmission” orientation (Gow & Kember, 1993; Trigwell et al., 1999). 
“Knowledge transmission” and “Learning facilitation” are identified as two main 
teaching orientations in higher education (Gow & Kember, 1993; Kember & Gow, 
1994). Knowledge transmission orientation is consistent with teacher-centred teaching, 
where the teaching process focuses more in giving presentation of the subject to 
students and the goal is to equip them with professional knowledge. Learning 
facilitation orientation is consistent with student-centred teaching, where the teaching 
process is regarded as the teacher helping students to discover and gain knowledge 
(Gow & Kember, 1993). The concept of “Instruction Paradigm” and “Learning 
Paradigm”, which was mentioned in a study conducted in America several decades 
ago, is also consistent with the concept of teacher-centred teaching and student-
centred teaching (Barr & Tagg, 1995).  
2.10 The	development	of	design	education		
Compared to other disciplines, the history of design education is relatively short. The 
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curriculum structure of design education has seen a trend from aesthetics to functional, 
and from single discipline to multi-disciplinary (Green & Bonollo, 2003). The 
teaching format of design education is also changing from apprenticeship to a focus 
on academic and diversified formats (Green & Bonollo, 2003).  
In the early 20th Century, one representative school established during this period was 
the Bauhaus in Germany. In USA, the formal Industrial Design education began at 
Pratt Institute of Art and Carnegie Technical College (later known as CMU) in 1935. 
Design studios, one of the main teaching formats of Industrial designs till today, 
stems from the architecture studio which was established in 1743 in Ecole des Beaux 
Arts (Green & Bonollo, 2003). Since 1990, design studio has been developed as a 
place where students learn culture, art, usability, manufacture and sustainability in 
design process.  
Along with the development of industry, designers are required to have broader and 
in-depth understanding of knowledge in more diverse fields, such as technical, social, 
cognitive field, etc. (Budd, 2011). The teaching approach of design education has also 
changed along with the development of society. Jim. Budd, the chair of Georgia 
Tech’s School of Industrial Design mentioned in 1995 that design education focused 
on “Product as artefact”, a “studio master” who has sufficient practical experience 
was able to provide efficient teaching to students in traditional design studios. 
From 1995 to 2000, the Internet and digital technologies changed the industry rapidly. 
Design schools around the world started to explore ways of integrating new set of 
tools into “real world” projects in studio teaching (Budd, 2011). 
After 2005, design focused more on user experience and products were designed as a 
part of a system with a service (Budd, 2011). Under this circumstance, design 
education required a new design language, design methods, methods to express design 
concepts and ideas. Studio teaching became more interdisciplinary and collaborative.  
Industrial design is a multi-disciplinary profession which involves art, science (human 
and social science) and technology (Cartier, 2011). As ICSID ("International Council 
of Societies of Industrial Design," 2003) recommended, design education should 
equip students with three competencies: 1. Generic attribute: problem solving, 
communication skills, adaptability to rapid changes; 2. Specific industrial design 
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skills and knowledge: design thinking, design methodology, visualization skills, 
knowledge of product development process, etc.; 3. Knowledge integration: strategy 
of system integration. Problem-solving and communication skills are difficult to gain 
by rote learning. This can be achieved by students working on practical and hands-on 
exercises. In addition, as a multi-disciplinary course, design education should provide 
students with knowledge of arts, science and technology. Therefore, in comparison to 
other disciplines, design education shows two unique aspects; A teaching approach of 
learning by doing, and a knowledge set contains multi-disciplinary includes arts, 
science, technology.  
NUS DID aims to equip students with multi-disciplinary attitudes involving 
behavioural science, social economics, business strategy, engineering and technology 
knowledge. This vision is in line with today’s curriculum structure of Industrial 
Design education in the world. NUS’s Industrial Design education comprises of 
Design Lectures, Design Studios and Design Workshops. Design Lectures teaches 
design knowledge such as design history. Design Studios, also named “Vertical 
studio”, encourages collaborative learning in students. Design Workshops, which are 
occasionally conducted, allows students to work with people from different areas on 
specific design topics. The teaching format of NUS DID is also in line with diverse 
teaching formats of current design education in the world.  
2.11 Characteristics	of	current	design	education		
2.11.1 Teachers’/students’	role	
Teachers in design courses play the role as co-learners. They facilitate and help their 
students in project research and design, leave space for students to discover and 
conceive ideas by themselves (Shreeve, Sims, & Trowler, 2010). The nature of art and 
design education in school has been regarded as a form of self-expression, intellectual 
enquiry, a vocational calling or problem solving and the purpose changes over time 
and for each individual (Atkinson, 2002). Art and design education train students to 
be independent artists and designer.  
2.11.2 Teaching	/learning	process	
Shreeve et al. (2010) described design education as “learn by doing and making, by 
enacting what it means to become an artist, designer or performer”. Students can be 
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highly engaged in learning by sketching. Peer-to-peer or student-to-teacher 
discussions take place throughout the entire design process. The interaction between 
teacher and students is regarded as a key activity in teaching and learning design. A 
study has pointed out that the abilities and skills of art and design is gained from 
practice (Corner, 2005). In design education, the “ learning from practicing” 
approach encourages more hands-on practice, which is quite different from traditional 
teacher-centred teaching where student receives information from lectures. 
2.11.3 Teaching/learning	environment	
The learning environment of design education is usually in a studio or workshop 
environment, and the curricula is designed in a practical nature (Adams, 2007; 
Danvers, 2003; Prentice, 2000). Shreeve et al. (2010) pointed out that design studio is 
a traditional place to teach art and design, it is shared by students to have discussion 
and analysis on design issues with teachers. These indicate that the learning 
environment of the design discipline has a bias towards student-centred. Trigwell 
(2002) pointed out that compared to other disciplines in higher education, design 
education is more student-centred. Drew (2004) did a study in the UK to explore the 
teaching conceptions and approaches in the design department and their association 
with the subject context. The results showed that teachers in fine art, design and 
media adopted a high level of student-centred teaching approach. This study also 
pointed out that teachers who required students to do “real world” projects adopted 
student-focused approaches to teaching. 
2.11.4 Instruction	formats		
The common instruction formats in design disciplines are Design studio, Design 
workshops, Design seminar and Design lecture.  
2.11.4.1 Design	Studio	
Design studio is a common teaching approach applied in traditional art and design 
(Ungar & White, 2008). The physical space of a design studio is typically a large 
room equipped with drawing tables, chairs, and some equipped with computer 
workstations that offer individual spaces for students to work on projects. At times 
lectures are also delivered in studios. Different from traditional lectures, lectures in 
studios are commonly delivered in the form of presentations and discussions. In 
studio-based teaching, there is a studio leader supervising the teaching process and 
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several tutors helping to guide students in their project work. Studio-based teaching is 
focuses on drawing, creativity, problem solving and communication.  
2.11.4.2 Design	workshops	
A workshop is considered as a short and intensive group meeting which usually 
facilitated by one or more people from different disciplines (Turgut & Cantürk, 2015). 
Workshops are used as educational tools aimed to define and explore design 
problems, generate design ideas and make decisions to solve problems in a short 
period of time (Turgut & Cantürk, 2015).  
2.11.4.3 Design	seminar	
A seminar course in design is described as an instructor providing materials to discuss 
and guides students to work in a small group (Moxley & Thrasher, 1996; Newman, 
Agogino, Bauer, & Mankoff, 2004).  
2.11.4.4 Design	lecture	
A lecture-based module in design is usually refer to historical and technical modules 
taught in a traditional classroom where equipped with chairs and tables, and students 
are watching and listening to the teacher giving the lecture (Ghaziani, Montazami, & 
Bufton, 2013; Ramirez, 2012; Rubio, Suárez, Gallego, & Martín, 2007).  
In a summary, a design lecture is usually conducted in a classroom. Design lecture 
usually teach technical and historical knowledge of design. There is little interaction 
between teacher and students, and has a bias towards a teacher-centred approach. A 
design studio is a common teaching approach in design discipline where students 
work on their projects individually and the teacher provides guidance in the design 
process. It is bias towards a student-centred approach. Design seminars are usually 
conducted with a small group of students where an instructor guides them in 
discussions. It is biased towards a student-centred. Design workshops are usually 
conducted in a short period of time aimed at defining problems, generating design 
ideas and solving problems. It has a bias towards a student-centred approach (see 






A pretest and posttest is defined as “a design in which you measure each participant 
before giving the treatment (the pretest), then administer the treatment, and then 
measure each participant again (the posttest)” (Mitchell & Jolley, 2012). It is also 
known as “before-after design” but named as “pretest-posttest design” in technical 
terminology (Mitchell & Jolley, 2012).  When a pretest-posttest design is applied in a 
single group of subjects, it is called a “one-group pretest-posttest design” (McBurney 
& White, 2009), when it applied in two more groups, it is named as “pretest-posttest 
control group design” (Fraenkel, Wallen, & Hyun, 1993) which is often applied in 
scientific research.  
There are several advantages of conducting a pretest-posttest research (Lana, 2009; 
Maxwell & Delaney, 2004; Selltiz, Deutsch, M Cook, Scherr, Medina Castro, Tripp, 
Echeverría, Ruiz, Nordblom, & AKH Potts, 1959). One advantage is that it can test 
the effectiveness of a random assignment and reveal whether the dependent variable 
is able to test (it might already be too low or too high and has no space to allow a 
significant change). The second and most important advantage is that it is able to 









that the participants might be influenced by the pretest, and this the results might not 
be representative of the entire population (Christensen, Johnson, & Turner, 2014).  
Many research on learning approaches are administrated in a pretest-posttest design to 
examine the effect of an intervention on students’ learning. The cause effect findings 
can be applied as references for educators to improve the quality of student’s learning. 
Some studies pointed out that teaching approach as an intervention do have an effect 
on changing students’ approaches to learning and academic learning outcomes 
(Armstrong, 2014; Wang, Su, Cheung, Wong, & Kwong, 2013). A study conducted in 
Hong Kong, which used a pretest-posttest measurement, compared learning 
approaches of students from two different departments. The study revealed that 
university teaching changed students’ approaches to learning, and the interview data 
supported that the student-centred teaching approach should be the main reason for 
the change (Mak, 2003). A pretest-posttest design clearly reveals the effectiveness of 
an intervention so that it provides references for educators to create a better learning 
environment that enhances deep approach to learning in students.  
2.12.2 Longitudinal	design		
Longitudinal research is defined as “studies where the research settings involve 
multiple follow-up measurements on a random sample of individuals, such as their 
achievement, performance, behaviour, or attitude, over a period of time with logically 
spaced time points. The purpose of longitudinal research studies is to gather and 
analyse quantitative data, qualitative data, or both, on growth, change, and 
development over time.” (Kalaian & Kasim, 2008).  
This research design reveals changes of dependent variable and may also predict its 
long-term trend. However, there are challenges when conducting this research design. 
For instance, participants may not be able to commit for a long-term period.  
Educational research applies longitudinal research design to study students’ 
approaches to learning and tracks the changes of students’ learning approaches over 
time (Ballantine et al., 2008; Chan & Tang, 2006; Jackling, 2005). A longitudinal 
research design clearly reveals the long-term effect of an intervention and illustrates 
patterns of variables over time.  
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2.12.3 Cross-sectional	design		
A cross-sectional study is defined as the collection of data at one point in time 
(Bourque; Hall, 2008). Some studies described this research design as “getting a 
snapshot” of a group of a population (Bourque; Carlson & Morrison, 2009). The data 
is usually collected by launching a survey study, which refers to conducting a 
questionnaire or interview (Bourque; Levin, 2006). Even though the data is only 
collected by one time, normally they are collected from several different groups or 
different types of subjects, like different age, and different economic condition 
(Christensen et al., 2014).  
The advantage of a cross-sectional design is that, it is relatively low-cost, which save 
time and effort. However, the challenge is that it is difficult to reveal causal inference. 
As it only takes data at one point in time, the results may not be applied in another 
time period (Levin, 2006).  
A cross-sectional design in research of students’ approaches to learning reveals the 
existing differences among different cohorts of students. For example, this research 
design has been applied to a university education to understand the difference 
between students’ approaches to learning among different program years (Gow & 
Kember, 1990; Taylor, Fisher, & Sulaiman, 2001). A cross-sectional study could also 
simply describe the potential relationship between the study year of a program and 
students’ approaches to learning. However, it is unable to prove a causality 
relationship between these variables.  
In summary, three main research designs have been used in the study of students’ 
approaches to learning: Pretest-posttest, cross-sectional and longitudinal. Some 
studies combine two study designs. To summarize the literature review, a cross–
sectional research design is applied to examine the existing differences between 
cohorts at one point in time. A pretest-posttest research design aims to reveal the 
effect of interventions and a longitudinal research design usually explains long term 
effects and may reveal cause–effect relationship.  This study aims to explore the 
pattern of NUS DID undergraduate students’ approaches to learning. To clearly 
understand the learning approaches of the students in different years of the degree 
program, a cross-sectional survey study is applied in the first section of the study. To 
evaluate the consistency and impact of the undergraduate education on students’ 
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approaches to learning, another cross-sectional study is designed to examine the 
specific students’ approaches to learning in several design studios.  
2.13 Summary		
In an educational study, learning approaches describes the way students learn. Deep 
approach to learning and surface approach to learning describes the qualitative 
difference in students’ learning. A deep approach to learning indicates that students 
have intrinsic motivation in learning while a surface approach indicates students have 
extrinsic motivation in learning. Biggs’ R-SPQ-2F examines whether students adopt a 
deep approach or a surface approach in learning. This questionnaire is widely used in 
educational studies. Studies have shown that there is a paradigm shift in teaching 
from an Instruction Paradigm to Learning Paradigm. Instruction Paradigm focuses on 
providing effective instruction to students while Learning Paradigm focuses on 
empowering students to learn effectively. Specifically, the teaching approach in 
Instruction Paradigm tends to have a bias towards teacher-centred, while the Learning 
Paradigm teaching approach tends to have a bias towards student-centred. Studies 
show that teaching approach, learning task and workload influence students’ 
approaches to learning. Students from different disciplines may adopt different 
approaches to learning and students’ learning approaches also change in their learning 
progress. Educational studies in the design field pointed out that a more student-
centred approach is adopted in design education. In a design education, we see hands-
on activities, high level of interaction between teacher and design students and 
various teaching formats, such as design studio, design seminar, design workshop, 
design lecture are conducted in design education. A design studio is a typical teaching 
format in design education. It provides students with an individual space which 
equipped with design facilities and tools to work on their projects. In design studios, 
tutors guide students through the design process. With regards to research into 
students’ approaches to learning, some studies have tested students’ learning 
approaches before and after certain teaching intervention. Some investigated the long 
term effect of teaching interventions on the changes in students’ approaches to 
learning, and some cross-sectional surveys to study the existing differences in 
different groups of students. In the Design discipline, few studies have been 
conducted to examine the influence of design education on specific academic years. 
This study intends to reveal an overall pattern of students’ approaches to learning in 
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an undergraduate Industrial Design program. As a design studio is a typical teaching 
format in design education, this study further investigates undergraduate design 




Chapter 3 illustrates the research design and research tools used in this study. It also 
explains how the research methods answer the research questions proposed in Chapter 
1. Specifically, this chapter includes: 
• Research design; 
• Research methods and tools; 
• Settings; 
• Data collection and procedure; 
• Summary. 
3.2 Research	design	
Research design is “the point where questions raised in theoretical or policy debates 
are converted into feasible research projects and research programmes that provide 
answers to these questions” (Hakim, 2000). Research design is aimed at collecting 
data and addressing the research questions appropriately. The research questions in 
this study are: 
1. What are NUS DID undergraduate students’ approaches to learning in the 
studio setting?  
2. Does the approach of learning in NUS DID undergraduate students change 
progressively?  
3. How does NUS DID education influence students’ approaches to learning? 
To better understand NUS DID’s undergraduate education on the influence of 
students’ approaches on learning, this study would include two sections (See Figure 
3-1). The first section tests learning approaches of students from studios, the second 
section tests learning approaches of students from the programme as a whole. The 
study of section 2 would explore the potential differences of students’ approaches to 
learning between specific module and the whole programme.  
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The first section of this study applies a one-off survey study to 3 specific design 
studios. The aim of this research is to investigate the current situation of students’ 
approaches to learning in these design studios.  
The second section of the study applies a cross-sectional study, which aims to 
understand the existing differences in different levels of the programme. The study 
can provide an overall picture of students’ approaches to learning.  	
	
Figure 3-1 The overview of methodology 
3.3 Settings	
Both Section 1 and Section 2 of this study were conducted in situ at NUS DID.  
NUS DID program combines design thinking with artistic and multi-disciplinary 




































equip students with trans-disciplinary and design thinking skills to identify potential 
needs and to solve complex problems in creative ways. With this vision in mind, 
fundamental design knowledge is taught in the first two semesters of the curriculum 
(See Figure 3-3).  
In the third to seventh semester, the curriculum adopts a vertical studio platform for 
Year 2, Year 3 and Year 4 students to work on projects together. Section 1 was 
conducted during studio sessions. As described in NUS DID’s website 
("Undergraduate," 2016), the studio setting, titled “Design Platform”, involves a 
serious of industrial projects for students. This Design Platform encompasses design 
projects ranging from interaction design to healthcare design. Students are allowed to 
select their project topics of their choice. The Design Platform provides students with 
the opportunity to learn from the industry. The advantage of this Design Platform is 
its “Vertical format design”. It requires junior and senior students to work together 
and share design skills and ideas. This curriculum design encourages junior students 
to learn from senior students and it provides an opportunity for seniors to develop 
their leadership. The Design Platform is also a simulation of a real design team in 
industry, where a team is mixed with designers of different experience levels.  
Based on this curriculum structure, students will gain enough knowledge and skills in 
various design fields. By their Final Year, they should be able to decide their thesis 
topic and develop it from start to the end. 
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Figure 3-2 A synergistic three-pronged approach 
	
Figure 3-3 B. A. course structure of NUS DID 
3.4 Sample/participants		
3.4.1 Section	1		
Section 1 of this study aims to investigate students’ approaches to learning in the 
studio settings. A combination of purposive sampling method and cluster sampling 
method were applied. Purposive sampling method is a sampling method that selects 
specific group of population related to the research question (Teddlie & Yu, 2007). As 





















design education. To better represent the learning approaches of students in design 
studio modules, a cluster sampling method is applied. Cluster sampling is defined as a 
sampling method which randomly selects naturally occurring groups and chooses all 
the elements in the selected groups (McMillan, 1996). Due to the small student size of 
the studio, in this study, all the students who attend design studios were included in 
this study.  Based on the random selection as well as avoiding a repetition of student 
participants all studios under the “Design Platform” conducted on Thursdays was 
selected. The three final design studios selected from the “Design Platform” were 
Medical Design, Service Design and Singapore Souvenir Design (see Table 3-1). 
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Section 2 of this study aims to understand the overall pattern of the learning 
approaches of undergraduate Industrial Design students in NUS DID. As such, all the 
undergraduate students were included.  
3.5 Research	methods	and	tools	
This study combines both quantitative and qualitative methods. A quantitative method 
is used to provide an overall understanding of changes in students’ learning approach 
in NUS DID. A qualitative method is used to help understand possible reasons of 
change in students’ learning approaches. The quantitative data collected in this study 
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are scores of students’ approaches to learning from the R-SPQ-2F questionnaire 
developed by Biggs et al. (2001). The qualitative data collected are feedbacks of 
open-ended questions from students and interview data from teachers.  
3.5.1 Survey	research	
Survey research is defined as “a research method where individuals fill out a 
questionnaire or are interviewed about their attitude, activities, opinions, and beliefs” 
(Christensen et al., 2014). Questionnaire and interview are data collection methods of 
survey research. In the current study, a questionnaire named Revised Two-Factor 
Study Process Questionnaire (R-SPQ-2F) is applied and teachers’ interview are 
conducted.  
3.5.1.1 Section	1	
The R-SPQ-2F is applied to examine students’ learning approaches. Beside the 
original R-SPQ-2F survey, five extra open-ended questions are added in the survey to 
understand qualitative students’ learning experience in the design platform. The five 
questions adopted are based from Rovai, Ponton, Derrick, and Davis (2006)’s study, 
which aimed at gathering students’ feedback of online teaching and face-to-face 
teaching and comparing the two teaching approaches. The five open-ended questions 
contain two positive comments, two negative comments and one extra comment 
towards the module. Based on the results of previous studies, we learned that the five 
questions have been proven to be able to identify both positive and negative 
feedbacks from students. Therefore, these five questions were applied in this study. 
The five questions are as follows: 
21. If we redesign this course, what is one element you would want to keep in the 
course? 
22. What element would you want to remove from the course? 
23. What was your most significant learning experience in this course? 
24. What was your greatest disappointment about the course? 
25. Are there any additional comments you wish to make about the course (positive or 
negative)?  
The full survey is attached in Appendix A.  
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3.5.1.2 Section	2	
In this section, one additional question was included in the R-SPQ-2F questionnaire to 
investigate students’ expectation to the Industrial Design education as a whole. This 
question aims to see if the undergraduate design education has an influence on 
students’ expectations to this discipline throughout the years of studying. The 
additional question is “What are your expectations to this course?” (see Appendix B).  
3.5.2 R-SPQ-2F		
The Revised Two-Factor Study Process Questionnaire (R-SPQ-2F) was developed by 
Biggs (2001). This questionnaire measures learning approaches that adopted by 
students. R-SPQ-2F has two main scales, Deep Approach (DA) and Surface Approach 
(SA). Each scale contains two sub-scales; Deep Motive (DM) and Deep Strategy (DS), 
Surface Motive (SM) and Surface Strategy (SS). These four subscales represent the 
state of learning motivation of every individual student and their employment of 
learning strategy (Biggs, 1987a) (see Table 3-2).  
Table 3-2 Motive and strategy in approaches to learning and studying 
Approach  Motive  Strategy  
Surface Approach 
(SA) 
Surface Motive (SM): is to meet 
requirements minimally; a 
balancing act between failing 
and working more than is 
necessary.  
Surface Strategy (SS): is to limit 
target to bare essentials and 





Deep Motive (DM): is intrinsic 
interest in what is being learned; 
to develop competence in 
particular academic subjects.  
Deep Strategy (DS): is to discover 
meaning by reading widely, inter-
relating with previous relevant 
knowledge, etc.  
Source: Adapted from (Biggs, 1987b)	
R-SPQ-2F is conducted on a 5-point Likert scale, and participants are required to rate 
their agreement from 1= this item is never or only rarely true of me to 5= this item is 
always or almost always true of me. The score of Deep approach to learning is 
calculated by the sum of Deep motive and Deep strategy score, and the score of 
Surface approach to learning is calculated by the sum of Surface motive and Surface 
strategy score (see Figure 3-4).  
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Figure 3-4 Calculation of deep approach and surface approach	
Biggs’ study (2001) tested the reliability of R-SPQ-2F with the comparative fit index 
(CFI), the standardized root mean squared residual (SRMR) and the Cronbach’s 
coefficient alpha (Alpha). Results showed that the CFI value is larger than 0.95 which 
means it is acceptable. The value of SRMR is less than .08, which indicated that it is 
acceptable. The Alpha value if in the range from 0.63 to 0.86, which indicated that the 
internal consistency is considered as acceptable (See Table 3-3). 	
Table 3-3 Unidimentionality and reliability check for the four subscales 
Subscales CFI SRMR Alpha 
Deep Motive (DM) 0.997 0.01 0.62 
Deep Strategy (DS) 0.998 0.02 0.63 
Surface Motive (SM) 0.988 0.02 0.72 
Surface Strategy (SS) 0.998 0.02 0.57 
Note: CFI= comparative fit index, SRMR= standardized root mean squared residual, Alpha= Cronbach 
alpha.  
3.5.3 Interview	
Interview is a research method which allows us to gather in-depth information from a 
small number of participants. In the second section of this research, this study 
conducts interviews were conducted with teachers to identify their teaching 
characteristics. Teachers of selected design studios were all invited. During each 
interview, teachers were asked to complete a teaching approach questionnaire (Pan, 

















The teaching approach questionnaire is developed according to the criteria of 
“Instruction Paradigm” and “Learning Paradigm” (Barr & Tagg, 1995; Pan, 2001). It 
aims to investigate teachers’ teaching approach and their concept of teaching in a 
university education. As “Instruction Paradigm” and “Learning Paradigm” are 
somehow reversed yet related, this questionnaire is designed in a format of semantic 
differential survey. It uses five dots scale to differentiate whether the teacher is biased 
towards “Instruction Paradigm” or “Learning Paradigm”. The full questionnaire is 
attached in the Appendix C.  
3.6 Data	collection	and	procedure	
There are several methods to launch a questionnaire such as a mail questionnaire 
method, group-administered questionnaire method or an electronic survey 
(Christensen et al., 2014). This study applied a group-administered questionnaire 
(section 1) and electronic survey (section 2). A group-administered questionnaire is 
that researcher organizes a group of participants to get together and hands out 
physical copies of questionnaire to participants. The participants are required to 
complete the questionnaire in the group session (Christensen et al., 2014). An 
electronic survey refers to a survey method which contacts participants via the 
Internet and the participants complete the questionnaire digitally. The advantage of a 
group-administered questionnaire is that is can be completed efficiently. However, the 
disadvantage is the difficult to gathering participants together when they are located 
in different places. The advantage of electronic surveys is that it is low coast and it is 
accessible to audiences from all over the world. The disadvantage, however, is that 
the participants may not match with the target population (Christensen et al., 2014).   
3.6.1 Section	1	
In section 1 of this study, we considered that the three selected studios have a small 
sample size (Singapore Souvenir Design: 10, Service Design: 24, Medical Design: 24). 
Printed paper questionnaire may have a higher response rate. The R-SPQ-2F was 
printed and delivered to students at the end of the semester (i.e. May 2015). Two 
student class leaders were asked to assist in the distribution of the questionnaires. A 
sample of the questionnaire is attached in the Appendix A. All the questionnaires 
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were collected back in one week. As the end of semester is a busy time for students, 
only a total number of 24 useful questionnaire feedbacks were collected. The response 
rate is (41.3%). Teachers’ interviews were also conducted after the end of semester in 
June 2015, and another round of follow up interviews were also conducted to clarify 
some details in the students’ feedbacks. Course information of the three studios were 
collected from teachers (see Table 3-1).  
3.6.2 Section	2	
In Section 2, an online questionnaire was used instead of printed questionnaires due to 
a larger size of subjects selected. In this section, the R-SPQ-2F was designed with 
Google Forms and was emailed to every undergraduate student of NUS DID at the 
start of the new semester in August 2015. This online questionnaire was emailed with 
the help of the Head of Division. A sample of the questionnaire is attached in the 
Appendix B. All responses were collected in three weeks. A reminder email was sent 
to all the undergraduate students with the Head of Division’s help at the third week. 
Finally, a total number of 53 useful survey responds were collected. The response rate 
is about 39% (the total number of undergraduate students in NUS DID by the time the 
survey was delivered is 137). 
3.7 Summary	
The methodology of this study consists of two sections, Section 1 is aimed at 
exploring the characteristics of students’ approaches to learning in a studio setting 
Section 2 is aimed at identifying the overall pattern of NUS DID undergraduate 
students’ approaches to learning in different academic years and to discuss if students’ 
learning approaches change progressively. Section 1 adopted Biggs’ R-SPQ-2F 
questionnaire and teachers’ survey in three design studios to study the influence of 
teaching in students’ approaches on learning. Section 2 applied a cross-sectional study 




This chapter presents the findings related to research questions proposed in Chapter 1.  
1. What are NUS DID undergraduate students’ approaches to learning in the 
studio setting? 
2. Does the approach of learning in NUS DID undergraduate students’ change 
progressively?  
3. How does NUS DID education influence students’ approaches to learning? 
The findings will be presented according to the research questions and the procedure 
of data collection (see Figure 4-1): 
	














Figure 4-2 The learning approaches of students in three design studios	
Figure 4-2 illustrates the mean score of students’ deep and surface approach in 3 
selected design studios. The horizontal axis refers to 3 design studio courses, i.e. 
Souvenir Design, Medical Design and Service Design. The vertical axis refers to the 
score of students’ approaches to learning.  
From the graph, we can see that all the three design studios scored with a score above 
30 for deep approach to learning but scored below 30 for surface approach to learning. 
Based on Horzum (2013), students who scored above 30 in surface approach to 
learning adopts an obvious surface approaches to learning while the students who 
score above 30 in deep approach to learning indicate that these students adopted an 
obvious deep approach to learning. 
This indicates that, in general, students in all three studios applied a deep approach to 
learning and the tendency of surface approach is relatively low. Specifically, the gap 
between deep approach and surface approach to learning in Souvenir Design studio is 
the greatest, while it is the smallest in Service Design studio. The highest average 
score of deep approach is seen in the Medical Design studio, while Service Design 
studio shows the lowest deep approach to learning among all three studios.  However, 
the differences between 3 studios were relatively small hence we may not be able to 











Figure 4-3 The trend of deep approach and surface approach in NUS DID undergraduate 
students	
Figure 4-3 illustrates the average Deep Approach score and Surface Approach score 
of Year1, Year2, Year3 and Year4 undergraduate ID students in NUS. The vertical 
axis refers to the academic levels that students are in, and the horizontal axis refers to 
the mean score of learning approaches. The blue line represents Deep Approach 
scores, while the red line represents Surface Approach scores.  
In Figure 4-3, the blue line describes the trend of Deep approach and the red line 
describes the trend of Surface approach to learning. It is clear that there is a steady 
increasing trend of deep approach to learning in NUS DID undergraduate students 
from Year 1 to Year 4. Contrary to deep approach, the surface approach to learning 
shows a constant decline from Year 1 to Year3 but slightly increases at Year 4. A 
study identified that a score above 30 in deep or surface approach to learning can 
indicate that students show an obvious deep or surface approach to learning (Horzum, 
2013). For Year 1 students, both the mean score of deep and surface approach are 
below 30, and the gap between deep and surface approach is small. This shows that 
the students may not have a specific learning approach when they first enrol into NUS 
DID. For Year 2 students, the gap between deep approach and surface approach 
becomes much larger. The score of deep approach is higher than 30 and the score of 
surface approach decreased. This indicates that Year 2 students, in general, are 
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beginning to adopt a distinct deep approach to learning.  This distinct trend continues 
into their third year of study.  
Figure 4-3 illustrates the overall trend of learning approaches in every academic year. 
The average score of deep approach to learning in Year 2 and Year 3 students is 
around 32, while the average score of deep approach to learning in these three design 
studios is about 35. This may indicate that in the design education, studio teaching 
may be more effective in enhancing deep approach to learning in students as 
compared to other teaching formats.  
Table 4-1 Learning approaches of NUS DID undergraduate students 
	
Table 4-1 presents the scores of deep approach and surface approach of Year 1, Year 
2, Year 3 and Year 4 participants. “DA” indicates deep approach to learning and “SA” 
indicates surface approach to learning. The scores in blue represent the deep approach 
scores (the score of deep approach is above 30). The scores in pink represent the 
surface approach scores (the scores of surface approach is above 30).  
As shown in Table 4-1, the mean score of Year 1 students’ DA is 28.75 and SA is 
24.19 which shows that the year one students did not adopted any special learning 
approach. Since the mean scores of surface approach to learning in all 4 groups are 
DA SA DA SA DA SA DA SA
33 21 23 17 33 17 40 23
20 27 34 23 27 29 39 19
31 23 36 16 37 22 20 19
32 25 33 14 34 16 32 26
30 23 35 23 29 17 36 19
27 26 34 17 40 17 42 26
36 21 24 23 35 18 28 21
24 21 30 18 24 20
21 29 26 33 37 25
19 34 24 26 27 21
23 17 40 24
34 23 34 16
27 29 28 23
41 17 23 26
28 21 40 22





Mean 28.75 24.188 31.65 21.3 32.3 20.2 33.8571 21.857
SD 6.2557 4.7359 5.5467 5.9303 5.2715 4.1846 7.79805 3.1848
NUS
Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4
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below 30, it reveals that NUS DID undergraduate students do not adopt surface 
approach to learning in general.   
Based on Table 4-1, in year 1, there are 43.75% (7 of 16) of students adopting deep 
approach to learning, and 12.5% (2 of 16) of students adopting surface approach to 
learning. In Year 2, 65% (13 of 20) of students adopt deep approach to learning, and 
10% (2 of 20) of students adopt surface approach to learning. In Year 3, 60% (6 of 10) 
of students adopt deep approach to learning and 0% (no one) of students adopt surface 
approach to learning. In Year 4, about 71.43% (5 of 7) of students adopt deep 
approach to learning, and 0% (no one) of students adopt surface approach to learning. 
Overall, the percentage of students who adopt deep approach to learning increases 
from Year 1 (43.75%) to Year 4 (about 71.43%), and the percentage of students who 
adopt surface approach to learning declines from Year 1 (12.5%) to Year 4 (0%).   It 
is obvious that the students’ learning approach was influenced by the curriculum 
design of the ID programme. 
	





















Figure 4-5 Distribution of Year1, Year2, Year3, Year4 students' approaches to learning 
A scatter chart is used in this study to better understand learning approaches of 
students in different academic years. The Figure applies Biggs’ (2001) scale, i.e., 
Students who scored above 30 in deep/ surface approach to learning indicate they 
adopt a deep / surface approach to learning. The horizontal axis represents deep 
approach score; the vertical axis represents surface approach score (see Figure 4-4).  
The blue area refers to scores which are above 30 in deep approach to learning and 
below 30 in surface approach to learning. This indicate a case of obvious and typical 
deep approach to learning, which is what student-centred educators are pursuing. The 
pink area refers to scores which are below 30 in deep approach to learning but above 
30 in surface approach to learning. This indicates a case of obvious and typical 
surface approach to learning. The remaining two areas are scores either below 30 in 
both deep and surface learning approach or scores above 30 in both learning 
approaches. Studies name them “disintegrated”, “not yet established”, “non-academia 
orientation”, “dissonant” (Entwistle, Meyer, & Tait, 1991; Lindblom-Ylänne & Lonka, 
1998). Some study explained that this is due to the students not having a 
























Figure 4-5 illustrates the learning approaches adopted by students from Year 1 to 
Year 4. The horizontal axis refers to the deep approach score and the vertical axis 
refers to the surface approach score. The left upper zone represents students who 
adopt pure surface approach and the right upper zone represents who adopt both deep 
and surface approach. The left lower zone represents students who adopt neither deep 
nor surface approach, which means students in this zone show no preferred learning 
approach. The right lower zone represents students who adopt pure deep approach. 
From this Figure, Year 1 and Year 2 students appear in all the four zones while Year 
3 and Year 4 students are generally clustered in the desired zone (the lower right 
zone). It seems like there is a trend of moving from four zones to be focus to the 
desired zone. The evidence also indicate that NUS DID undergraduate students show 
a trend of developing a deep approach to learning.  
4.3 Qualitative	data	
Qualitative data includes students’ feedback, teachers’ feedback and course 
information of the three design studios. Students’ qualitative data were collected 
using open-ended questions. In Section 1, there are five questions were posed to 
students. These questions gathered positive and negative feedback students have with 
regards to three design studios (full answers are attached in Appendix D); In Section 2, 
only one question was posed to understand students’ expectation to the Industrial 
Design course.  
4.3.1 Students’	feedback	in	Section	1	
Students’ feedback data refers to the students’ answers students gave in the five open-
ended questions. The open-ended questions were asked together with the R-SPQ-2F 
questionnaire in Section 1. These qualitative data will each be elaborated later in the 
order of questions asked.  
As discussed in Chapter 2, educational paradigm describes many aspects of teaching 
and learning, while teaching conception/ teaching orientation only reflect teachers’ 
belief in teaching and teaching approaches only explain teachers’ way of teaching. In 
addition, these five open-ended questions reflect students’ positive and negative 
learning experiences, which may describe many aspects in teaching and learning. 
Therefore, to have a holistic understanding of students’ learning, this study applied 
“Instruction Paradigm” and “Learning Paradigm” to analyse teaching and learning in 
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Industrial Design. To understand the relationship between students’ feedback and 
both the Instruction Paradigm and Learning Paradigm this study applied the criteria of 
Instruction Paradigm and Learning Paradigm to analyse students’ feedback and 
compared them with the teachers’ interview in 4.5. The students’ answers to the five 
open-ended questions are used to understand students’ preference of studio teaching. 
Based on these answers, “Instruction Paradigm” and “Learning Paradigm” were 
applied to analyse students’ preference of educational paradigm. Teachers’ interview 
and questionnaire are used to understand teachers’ teaching performance and their 
preference to educational paradigm. By comparing students’ and teachers’ preference 
to educational paradigm, this study identified the match and mismatch between 
students’ and teachers’ preferred educational paradigm, which may contribute to the 
factors influencing students’ deep approach to learning. Table 4-2 is the criteria of 
Instruction Paradigm and Learning Paradigm. To make the analysis clearer and easier, 
the criteria of Instruction Paradigm is coloured in pink and the criteria of Learning 
Paradigm is coloured in light blue. Students’ answers are listed and coded in the 
following tables. The students’ answers may not be listed in a sequential number as 
some students did not answer every question.   	 	
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Table 4-2 Criteria of Instruction Paradigm and Learning Paradigm  
Criteria of Instruction Paradigm Criteria of Learning Paradigm 
Mission of teaching 
1. Transfer knowledge 1. Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge  
2. Provide efficient delivery of 
instruction  
2. Facilitate/cause effective learning  
3. Education as quantitative 
knowledge acquisition  
3. Education as qualitative 
transformation  
Values of teaching 
4. One –size –fits –all  4. Respect for individual needs/strengths  
5. Competition  5. Cooperation  
6. Reactive  6. Proactive  
7. Institution/discipline- centred; 
isolationist  
7. Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’  
Learning theory behind your teaching 
8. Body of knowledge exists for 
transfer/ storage  
8. Knowledge is individually constructed 
and dynamic  
9. Culture of unquestioning 
acceptance of received wisdom  
9. Culture of inquiry and evidence-based 
learning  
10. Teacher responsibility  10. Learner responsibility  
11. Extrinsic motivation  11. Intrinsic motivation  
12. Learning is linear and 
sequentially ‘chunkable’  
12. Learning is non-linear and 
‘hyperlinked’  
Teaching/learning assumptions 
13. Instructor-led/ dependent/micro- 
managed  
13. Learner-led  
14. Didactic, monologic  14. Active/interactive, dialogic  
15. Curriculum-driven  15. Geared to learner’s experience/needs; 
contextual  
16. Coverage dominated  16. Mastery, distributed cognition  
17. Classroom-bound, synchronous  17. Anywhere, anytime learning  
18. Single - loop learning  18. Continuous learning loop  
19. Certification is key  19. Competency is yardstick  
20. Measurement in terms of time on 
task  
20. Learner-paced; achievement-based 
measurement  
21. Individualistic, competitive 
learning  
21. Cooperative, collaborative learning  
22. Teacher as expert  22. Teacher as guide/facilitator  
23. Education is the responsibility of 
teachers  
23. Whole organization involvement in 
optimizing learning environment  
Performance indicators 
24. Inputs/outputs; efficiency  24. Learning quality/outcomes; 
effectiveness  
25. Enrolment  25. Quality of education  
26. Curriculum development/ 26. Development of teaching/ learning 
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expansion  environment  
27. Quality of entering students  27. Quality of graduates  	
4.3.1.1 Singapore	Souvenir	Design	Studio		
Question 21 asks “If we redesign this course, what is one element you would want to 
keep in the course?”. This question aims to understand the positive factors of the 
design studio from student’s point of view, which may relate to the positive factors of 
deep approach to learning.  
In Singapore Souvenir Design, the typical answers to this question were “freedom to 
explore on your own & come up with your own conclusion”, “openness”, “the small 
activities/workshops held during class”, “group discussion, sharing ideas” etc. (see 
Table 4-3). Table 4-3 is coloured in light blue and indicates the students’ answers 
which matches with the criteria of Learning Paradigm. For example, “freedom to 
explore on your own & come up with your own conclusion” and “openness” are 
related to the Missions of teaching (see Table 4-2) “Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge”, the Value of teaching “Respect for individual needs/strengths”, 
Learning theory “Knowledge is individually constructed and dynamic” and the 
Teaching/Learning assumption of “Learner-led”. “Group discussion, sharing ideas” is 
related to the value of teaching “Cooperation” and the Teaching/Learning assumption 
of “Cooperative, collaborative”.  
Table 4-3 Q 21: If we redesign this course, what is one element you would want to keep in the 
course? 
 Students’ answers Criteria of Learning Paradigm 
1. “Freedom to explore on your own & come 
up with your own conclusion” 
• Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge;  
• Respect for individual 
needs/strengths; 
• Knowledge is individually 
constructed and dynamic;  
• Learner-led 
2. “The openness” • Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge;  
• Respect for individual 
needs/strengths; 
• Knowledge is individually 
constructed and dynamic;  
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• Learner-led 
3. “The small activities/ workshops held 
during class” 
 
4. “The platforms, because this process forces 
one to hustle, grapple with the honing of 
their design sense.” 
• Competency is yardstick 
5. “Group discussion, sharing ideas” • Cooperation;  
• Cooperative, collaborative 
Question 22 asks “What element would you want to remove from the course?”. This 
question seeks to understand the negative factors of design studio from students’ view, 
which may relate to surface approach to learning. 
In this studio, students’ typical answers to this question were “Lack of transparency & 
feedback on grades” and “The directness” (see Table 4-4 and 4-5). Table 4-4 listed 
the students’ answer which matches with the criteria of Learning Paradigm. Table 4-5 
is coloured in pink and refers to the students’ answer which matches with the criteria 
of Instruction Paradigm. “Lack of transparency & feedback on grades” is related to 
the learning theory of “Culture of inquiry and evidence-based learning”. In the follow 
up interview with the teacher of this studio, he mentioned that “The directness” is 
because he aimed to guide students to be more independent in defining design 
concepts and coming up with design ideas by themselves. However, some students 
may not have a clear idea at the start therefore they feel the “directness” in teaching. 
Studies showed that when training students to be self-directed in their learning, 
students needed some support from teachers to become self-directed (Dornan, 
Hadfield, Brown, Boshuizen, & Scherpbier, 2005). Other study also reported a similar 
result that when students experienced study in problem-based learning environment, 
some students expressed uncertainty and not easy to grasp (Dahlgren & Dahlgren, 
2002). In this case, this comment is related to the mission of “provide efficient 
delivery of instruction”, the teaching/learning assumption of “Instruction-
led/dependent/micromanaged” and “Teacher as expert”. The answers tend to have 
some aspects of Instruction Paradigm and some aspects of Learning Paradigm.  
Table 4-4 Q 22: What element would you want to remove from the course? 
 Students’ answers Criteria of Learning Paradigm 
1. “Lack of transparency & feedback on grades” • Culture of inquiry and evidence-
based learning 
3. “Nil”  
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Table 4-5 Q 22: What element would you want to remove from the course? 
 Students’ answers Criteria of Instruction Paradigm 




• Teacher as expert; 	
Question 23 asks “What was your most significant learning experience in this 
course?”. This question seeks to understand the most important learning experience in 
this design studio, which can be factors related to both deep approach and surface 
approach to learning.  Positive learning experience may contribute to deep approach 
to learning while negative learning experience may contribute to surface approach to 
learning. 
Students in this studio answered to the question as follows: “Trying out a new 3D 
printing material”, “To be accurately straight to the point”, “To be able to rethink 
objects and think out of the box” (see Table 4-6 and Table 4-7). Table 4-6 lists the 
students’ answers which matches with Learning Paradigm, while Table 4-7 lists the 
students’ answers which matches with Instruction Paradigm. “Trying out a new 3D 
printing material” is related to Teaching/Learning assumption of “Active/interactive, 
dialogic”. “To be able to rethink objects and think out of the box” is related to the 
Mission of Teaching “Empower learners to discover and construct knowledge”, the 
Learning theory of “Knowledge is individually constructed and dynamic” and the 
Teaching/Learning assumptions of “Active/interactive, dialogic”. However, one 
student’s feedback, “to be accurately straight to the point” seems to match with the 
Instruction Paradigm.  
Table 4-6 Q23: What was your most significant learning experience in this course? 
 Students’ answers Criteria of Learning Paradigm 
1. “Trying out a new 3D printing material” • Active/interactive, dialogic 
3. “To be able to rethink objects and think out 
of the box” 
• Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge; 
• Knowledge is individually constructed 
and dynamic; 
• Active/interactive, dialogic; 
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4. “The most significant has got to be in year2 
Sem1, when I attended my first vertical 
platform, in year1, I felt that I was 
sensitized to design, appreciating design 
around us, the environment, and then in 
year2, to “make” design, to “do” design. 
The process was quite painful rewarding.” 
• Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge; 
• Active/interactive, dialogic; 
• Mastery, distributed cognition; 
• Competency is the yardstick 
 
5. “Thinking process and design approach that 
differs and varies across studio.” 
• Cooperation; 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning;  
	
Table 4-7 Q23: What was your most significant learning experience in this course? 
 Students’ answers Criteria of Instruction Paradigm 




• Teacher as expert; 
Question 24 asks “What was your greatest disappointment about the course?”. This 
question aims to find out the negative factors of the design studio from students’ point 
of view, which may contribute to surface approach to learning.  
In this studio, students mentioned “Expensive cost of materials, no support by school 
to subsidise costs”, “unable to understand the idea of being accurately direct at the 
early stage”, etc. (see Table 4-8 and Table 4-9). “Expensive cost of materials, no 
support by school to subsidise costs” seems to match with Instruction Paradigm. The 
student regard facility, resources and financial input as factors that influence learning 
performance. The feedback “Unable to understand the idea of being accurately direct 
at the early stage” shows that the student expected to have clear and direct instruction 
at the early stage of class. This matches with the criteria of Instruction Paradigm, the 
mission of teaching is to “Provide efficient delivery of instruction”, the 
teaching/learning assumption is “Instructor-led/dependent/micromanaged”, “Teacher 
as expert”.  
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Table 4-8 Q 24: What was your greatest disappointment about the course? 
 Students’ answers 
Criteria of Learning Paradigm 
5.  
“Perhaps it would be that certain professors are 
not able to provide as much help as we would 
like, in terms of maybe providing constructive 
feedbacks, this doesn’t apply specifically to 
Hans’ studio but just saying in general.” 
• Teacher as guide/facilitator 
 
Table 4-9 Q 24: What was your greatest disappointment about the course? 
 Students’ answers Criteria of Instruction Paradigm 
1. “Expensive cost of materials, no support by 
school to subsidies costs” 
• Inputs/outputs; efficiency  
2. “Unable to understand the idea of being 
accurately direct at the early stage” 




• Teacher as expert; 
4. “I understand that different tutors have their 
different style when it comes to design 
teaching, but there was a constant sentiment 
that tutors withheld their feedback.” 
• Instruction-
led/dependent/micromanaged; 
• Teacher as expert; 
Question 25 asks “Are there any additional comments you wish to make about the 
course (positive or negative)?”. This question aims to find out other positive and 
negative feedback students have towards this design studio, which may indicate other 
factors contributing to deep and surface approach to learning. 
In Singapore Souvenir Design studio, students reported “Very fun & eye-opening”, 
“Positive”, etc. (see Table 4-10) The last comment, “Please keep the vertical studios 
and the foundation years’ honing of design sensitivity. One comment however, is that 
the “hands on” designing process can be earlier in year 1, just not with seniors yet, I 
guess. There could be more individual work in year 1 too” seems to match with 
Learning Paradigm. This student enjoyed the “hands on” activity to discover his/her 
own design ideas, which matches with the criteria of “Empower learners to discover 
and construct knowledge”. The feedback where the student wishes that the vertical 
studio continues may indicate that the student likes teamwork with senior students 
and wants to learn more. This may be a match with the criteria of “Competency is 
yardstick”.  
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Table 4-10 Q 25: Are there any additional comments you wish to make about the course (positive 
or negative)?  
 Students’ answers Criteria of Learning Paradigm 
1. “Very fun & eye-opening” • Intrinsic motivation  
2. “Positive” • Intrinsic motivation  
4. “Please keep the vertical studios and the 
foundation years’ honing of design sensitivity. 
One comment however, is that the “hands on” 
designing process can be earlier in year 1, just 
not with seniors yet, I guess. There could be 
more individual work in year 1 too.” 
• Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge; 
• Respect for individual needs/strengths; 
• Knowledge is individually constructed 
and dynamic; 
• Active/interactive, dialogic; 
• Competency is yardstick 
In summary, of the total of 20 answers, 14 answers matched with Learning paradigm, 
5 matched with Instruction paradigm and 1 answer is neutral.   
4.3.1.2 Service	Design	Studio	
In Question 21, when asked what is one element they would want to keep if the 
course was redesigned, students in the Service Design Studio answered, “I would 
keep the classroom”, “Collaborate with other interesting companies IDEO etc.”, “Still 
allow a variety of solutions that would work. Certain people prefer to solve problems 
with that additional emotional touch.”, etc. (see Table 4-11 and Table 4-12). The 
answer “Collaborate with other interesting companies IDEO etc.” matches with 
“Cooperative, collaborative learning” of the teaching/learning assumption of Learning 
Paradigm. This means that this student likes to work with collaborators but is not 
satisfied with current collaborators. The student answer “Keep the variety of topics" 
matches with the teaching value of “Respect for individual needs/strengths” and the 
teaching/learning assumption of “Geared to learner’s experience/needs; contextual”. 
This indicates that the student prefers to have a certain level of freedom in selecting 
design topics. The student answer “The involvement of the teachers-how they actually 
take the time to know and remember each group’s project and helping to push for 
each one respectively.” showed that this student appreciated teacher’s effort and feel 
that students themselves should take the responsibility for their own learning. This 
matches with the learning theory of “Learner responsibility”.  The student answer “I 
would keep the classroom” matches with criteria of Instruction Paradigm. This 
suggests that the student prefers to work in the classroom rather than leaving campus 
to work with collaborators. 
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Table 4-11 Q 21: If we redesign this course, what is one element you would want to keep in the 
course? 
 Students’ answers  Criteria of Learning Paradigm 
2. “Collaborate with other interesting 
companies IDEO etc.” 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning 
3. “Still allow a variety of solutions that would 
work. Certain people prefer to solve 
problems with that additional emotional 
touch.” 
• Geared to learner’s experience/needs; 
contextual; 
• Respect for individual needs/strengths; 
4. “Get better collaborators. From my 
experience MOM does not seem really 
sincere in collaboration and are often not 
ready to share information and resources for 
a meaningful project to be carried out.” 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
5. “Keep the variety of topics” • Geared to learner’s experience/needs; 
contextual; 
• Respect for individual needs/strengths; 
6. “Weekly, consults, open communication” • Teacher as guide/facilitator; 
• Learner-led; 
• Active/interactive, dialogic 
7. “The involvement of the teachers-how they 
actually take the time to know and remember 
each group’s project and helping to push for 
each one respectively.” 
• Learner responsibility; 
8. “The presentation at the end of the project” • Competency is yardstick  
9. “The free reign to propose different ideas out 
of the normal solutions.” 
• Geared to learner’s experience/needs; 
contextual; 
• Respect for individual needs/strengths; 
• Learner-led; 
10. “More sharing session between each group 
about what others are doing” 
• Cooperation; 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
11. “Working with MOM” • Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
• Mastery, distributed cognition; 
• Anywhere, anytime learning; 
• Whole organization involvement in 
optimising learning environment; 
 
Table 4-12 Q 21: If we redesign this course, what is one element you would want to keep in the 
course? 
 Students’ answers Criteria of Instruction Paradigm 




In Question 22, when asked what element they would want to remove from the 
course, students answered “More than three projects ongoing”, “The MOM part, find 
more sincere collaborators”, “Removing the bidding system and grading system, as 
grading is extremely subjective.”, etc. (see Table 4-13 and Table 4-14). The answers 
to this question have certain aspects of Learning Paradigm and certain aspects of 
Instruction Paradigm. Regarding the answer “Removing the bidding system and 
grading system, as grading is extremely subjective”, the studio teacher explained the 
grading method in the follow up interview. 70% of the grade is from the studio 
teacher and 30% from the average score of all experts in the final presentation 
including teachers and clients. The studio teacher also mentioned “we set the design 
competition of the project, so at the end, together with the clients, we decided three 
winning teams. So those who win the competitions actually get higher grades”. This 
may indicate that the student may not like the design competition as a grading 
method, as it may only focus on the final outcomes instead of the learning process. 
However, the studio leader created this competition with the intention to motivate 
students and to evaluate how well the design outcome fit the clients’ needs. As such, 
this student’s comment may be matched with “Certification is key”. The reply, “20% 
writing rights on blog. Perhaps change it to something more related. E.g. posting 
updates every week with reflection.” showed that the student likes the idea of posting 
on a blog, but prefers writing a reflection update instead of regular postings. This may 
indicate that the student likes active learning through the usage of a blog to record 
their feedback and reflections. A suggestion to use the blog to record reflections in the 
design process also indicates that the student likes a continuous learning loop, which 
matches with Learning Paradigm. However, in Table 4-22, the student who 
commented “perhaps not remove but add on structured workshops to teach us about 
the specific steps to service design along the way” may show that this student prefers 
step by step instruction, which matches with the teaching mission of “Transfer 
knowledge”, “provide efficient delivery of instruction”, teaching/learning instruction 
of “instructor-led/dependent/ micromanaged” and “teacher as expert” in Instruction 
Paradigm.  
Table 4-13 Q 22: What element would you want to remove from the course? 
 Students’ answers  Criteria of Learning Paradigm 
1. “More than three projects ongoing”  
5. “Removing the bidding system and grading • Certification is key  
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system, as grading is extremely subjective.” 
7. “Maybe the grouping /picking of topic at the 
beginning could be done when everyone is sit 
down together as this time round we were at 
MOM & once the presentation was over, 
everyone left, leaving the exchange students 
lost.” 
 
9. “Perhaps not remove but add on structured 
workshops to teach us about the specific 
steps to service design along the way” 
• Teacher as expert; 
• Instructor-led/ dependent/micro- 
managed; 
• Transfer knowledge; 
• Provide efficient delivery of 
instruction; 
 
Table 4-14 Q 22: What element would you want to remove from the course? 
 Students’ answers Criteria of Learning Paradigm 
3. “20% writing rights on blog. Perhaps change 
it to something more related. E.g. posting 
updates every week with reflection.” 
• Active/interactive, dialogic; 
• Continuous learning loop; 
4. “The MOM part, find more sincere 
collaborators.” 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
8. “The weekly consultation. It’s better if it’s 
changed to a bi-weekly one instead as not 
much progress is made in a week 
sometimes.” 
• Learner-paced; achievement-based 
measurement 
	
For Question 23, when asked what the most significant learning experience in this 
course was, students’ replies include “I learned a lot from my fellow classmates”, 
“Learning about service design. Very user-centric”, “Overcoming personal 
stereotypes of foreign workers and gaining a better understanding of them.”, etc. (see 
Table 4-15) As shown in Table 4-15, all replies to this question are related to 
Learning Paradigm. For example, the answer “I learned a lot from my fellow 
classmates” indicate that the student enjoyed peer-to-peer learning, which matches 
with teaching/learning assumptions of “cooperation” and “cooperative learning”. The 
answer “Overcoming personal stereotypes of foreign workers and gaining a better 
understanding of them” indicates that the student gained a new understanding of their 
target users (foreign workers) by interacting and collaborating with them. This echoes 
the values of teaching “Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; ‘strategic alliances’”, learning 
theory of “knowledge is individually constructed and dynamic”, “culture of inquiry 
and evidence-based learning” and the teaching/learning assumption of 
“active/interactive, dialogic”. 
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Table 4-15 Q 23: What was your most significant learning experience in this course? 
 Students’ answers  Criteria of Learning Paradigm 
1. “I learned a lot from my follow classmates” • Cooperation; 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
3. “Learning about service design. Very user-
centric” 
• Culture of inquiry and evidence-based 
learning; 
• Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge; 
• Active/interactive, dialogic; 
4. “Learning about the difficulties and 
challenges faced working /designing in 
public sector” 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
• Culture of inquiry and evidence-based 
learning; 
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
• Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge; 
5. “Hard work beats raw talent, but hard work 
together with talent is even better. Also, it is 
impossible to control outcomes at a certain 
point.” 
 
6. “Overcoming personal stereotypes of foreign 
workers and gaining a better understanding 
of them.” 
• Culture of inquiry and evidence-based 
learning; 
• Knowledge is individually constructed 
and dynamic; 
• Active/interactive, dialogic; 
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
7. “How relevancy in service design plays a key 
role.” 
• Culture of inquiry and evidence-based 
learning; 
• Knowledge is individually constructed 
and dynamic; 
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
8. “Getting to interact with target audience 
consumers.” 
• Culture of inquiry and evidence-based 
learning; 
• Knowledge is individually constructed 
and dynamic; 
• Active/interactive, dialogic; 
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
9. “How to interview & reach out to the target 
user and how to observe & pick out insights. 
Turing problems into opportunities.” 
• Culture of inquiry and evidence-based 
learning; 
• Knowledge is individually constructed 
and dynamic; 
• Active/interactive, dialogic; 
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10. “I get to do my own research on site & talk to 
people/ my target audience.” 
• Culture of inquiry and evidence-based 
learning; 
• Knowledge is individually constructed 
and dynamic; 
• Active/interactive, dialogic; 
11. “group works” • Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
• Cooperation; 
In Question 24, when asked what the greatest disappointment that had about the 
course, the students’ answers include “Most of studio teachers do not really help”, 
“How it is reflected by grades, also, the lack of overall feedback of your works, 
preventing improvements”, etc. (see Table 4-16 and Table 4-17) The students’ 
answers to this question showed high relevance to Learning Paradigm and some 
relevance to Instruction Paradigm. For example, the answer “most of the studio 
teachers do not really help” indicates that this student wants to be more dependent on 
teachers, which is related to the learning theory of “Teacher responsibility”, the 
teaching/learning assumptions of “instructor-led/dependent/micromanaged”, and 
“teacher as expert”. The answer “How it is reflected by grades, also, the lack of 
overall feedback of your works, preventing improvements” indicates that this student 
wants to receive more feedback about his learning and desires to improve his design 
outcome. This matches with the teaching assumptions of “competency is yardstick”, 
which is one of the criteria of Learning Paradigm. “The final solution was not 
developed well enough” also indicates that the student is not satisfied with the current 
learning outcome, and wants to improve it. We can interpret this as the student having 
an intrinsic motivation in his learning, and this is similar to the teaching/learning 
assumption of “competency is yardstick”.  
Table 4-16 Q 24: What was your greatest disappointment about the course? 
 Students’ answers Criteria of Learning Paradigm 
4. “MOM’s lack of sincerity in collaborating.” • Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
5. “How it is reflected by grades, also, the lack 
of overall feedback of your works, 
preventing improvements” 
• Competency is yardstick; 
6. “Not being able to obtain sufficient 
information from the MOM offices. A lot of 
information was kept from us/ not consistent 
across the different departments, so, difficult 
to coordinate from their side.” 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
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7. “For the studio, MOM’s efforts in 
collaborating were restrictive and 
experiencing governmental related service 
design & the additional things they have to 
go through.” 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
8. “The lecturers appear disinterested and bored 
during presentation. The lack of Q & A 
session prevents us from answering questions 
they might have about the project and might 
lead them to thinking we don’t have the 
answer of those questions.” 
• Competency is yardstick; 
9. “The final solution was not developed well 
enough” 
• Intrinsic motivation;  
• Competency is yardstick; 
11. “time frame” • Intrinsic motivation;  
 
Table 4-17 Q 24: What was your greatest disappointment about the course? 
 Students’ answers Criteria of Instruction Paradigm 
1. “Most of studio teachers do not really help” • Teacher responsibility; 
• Instructor-led/ dependent/micro- 
managed; 
• Teacher as expert; 	
In Question 25, when asked if there were additional comments to make on the course, 
the students’ answers were, “Its environment is terrible. No proper resting areas. Not 
inspiring. Logistics/printing/ computer rooms are ill-equipped. Workshops have 
terrible facilities”, “Nevertheless, some concepts taught are interesting stakeholders 
exchange of value in the service ecosystem. Perhaps can share more interesting 
service design examples.”, etc. (see Table 4-18 and Table 4-19). The replies have a 
mix of different aspects of Instruction and Learning Paradigm. For example, the 
comment “Its environment is terrible. No proper resting areas. Not inspiring. 
Logistics/printing/ computer rooms are ill-equipped. Workshops have terrible 
facilities” indicates that the student feels that the learning environment and facilities 
influence learning outcome. This may be a match with performance indicator of 
“inputs/outputs; efficiency”. The comment “Presentation format for final studio crit is 
not a great way to summarize project, it should be an exhibition like presentation 
rather.” shows that this student wishes to have a more appropriate format to present 
their work. This is a match with the teaching value of “Respect for individual 
needs/strengths”. However, the answer “JJ (studio leader) could have given a clearer 
explanation of service design (and what is needed in a service design solution), but 
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without forcing us to read the entire service design pdf (as was done in the semester 
before us). Thankful that we didn’t have to do so.” shows that the student prefers a 
lecture from the teacher to explain certain concepts. This is a match with the teaching 
mission of “transfer knowledge”, the learning theory of “body of knowledge exists for 
transfer/storage” and the teaching/learning assumption of “Instructor-
led/dependent/micromanaged”.  
Table 4-18 Q 25:  Are there any additional comments you wish to make about the course 
(positive or negative)? 
 Students’ answers  Criteria of Learning Paradigm 
4. “Nevertheless, some concepts taught are 
interesting stakeholders exchange of value in 
the service ecosystem. Perhaps can share 
more interesting service design examples.” 
• Intrinsic motivation;  
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
5. “Presentation format for final studio crit is 
not a great way to summarize project, it 
should be an exhibition like presentation 
rather. ” 
• Respect for individual needs/strengths; 
7. “Overall, it has be fruitful & fulfilling.” • Intrinsic motivation; 
8. “The studios really too long and drossy are 
times, I feel it should be kept shorter to force 
us to better our time management skills and 
ability to handle stress. It should simulate 
real world experience more.” 
• Competency is yardstick; 
 
 
Table 4-19 Q 25:  Are there any additional comments you wish to make about the course 
(positive or negative)? 
 Students’ answers Criteria of Instruction Paradigm 
1. “Its environment is terrible. No proper 
resting areas. Not inspiring. 
Logistics/printing/ computer rooms are ill-
equipped. Workshops have terrible facilities” 
• Inputs/outputs; efficiency; 
6.  “JJ could have given a clearer explanation of 
service design (and what is needed in a 
service design solution), but without forcing 
us to read the entire service design pdf (as 
was done in the semester before us). 
Thankful that we didn’t have to do so.” 
• Transfer knowledge; 
• Body of knowledge exists for 
transfer/ storage; 
• Instructor-led/ dependent/micro- 
managed; 
 
To summarize, among a total of 42 answers, 33 answers matched with Learning 
paradigm, 6 answers matched with Instruction paradigm, and 3 answers were neutral.  
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4.3.1.3 Medical	Design	Studio	
For the Medical Design Studio, when asked what is one element they would want to 
keep in this course in Question 21, students’ responses were: “Collaboration with the 
doctors”, “Collaborations”, “Teaching/learning through experience”, etc. (see Table 
4-20) It is clear that for this question, all the answers matched with the criteria of 
Learning Paradigm.  For example, the answer “Collaboration with the doctors” 
matches with the teaching mission of “Empower learners to discover and construct 
knowledge”, the teaching value of “Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; ‘strategic 
alliances’”, the teaching/learning assumption of “Cooperative, collaborative 
learning”, “Teacher as guide/facilitator” and “Active/interactive, dialogic”. The answer 
of “Teaching/learning through experience” matches with the teaching mission of 
“Empower learners to discover and construct knowledge”, the teaching/learning 
assumptions of “Active/interactive, dialogic”, the learning theory of “Knowledge is 
individually constructed and dynamic”. The answers to this question indicate that 
students in this design studio are fond of collaborative learning.  
Table 4-20 Q 21: If we redesign this course, what is one element you would want to keep in the 
course? 
 Students’ answers Criteria of Learning Paradigm 
1. “Collaboration with the doctors” • Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge;  
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
• Teacher as guide/facilitator; 
• Active/interactive, dialogic; 
2. “Collaborations” • Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge;  
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
• Teacher as guide/facilitator; 
• Active/interactive, dialogic; 
3. “Partners/ company” • Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge;  
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
• Teacher as guide/facilitator; 
• Active/interactive, dialogic; 
7. “Rapid prototyping” • Empower learners to discover and 
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construct knowledge;  
• Knowledge is individually constructed 
and dynamic; 
• Continuous learning loop; 
8. “Teaching/learning through experience” • Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge;  
• Knowledge is individually constructed 
and dynamic; 
• Active/interactive, dialogic; 
9. “Keeping the topics ‘real life problems’ that 
are critical to solve” 
• Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge;  
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
• Teacher as guide/facilitator; 
10. “Teaching/learning”  	
For Question 22, when asked what is one element they would want to remove from 
the course, students’ answers include “Collaboration with doctors from NUH”, 
“Irrelevant contacts”, “Field trip to company”, etc. (see Table 4-21 and Table 4-22). 
Some of these answers relate to the criteria of Learning Paradigm. For instance, the 
answer “Blog”. As explained by the studio teacher, “The ‘Blog’ is talk about diary, or 
some sort of the research process report, they need to fill in every week about their 
research and development process”. This shows that the student dislikes systematic 
reports as a curriculum requirement, which associates with “Learning 
quality/outcomes; effectiveness”.  
For the answer “Irrelevant contacts”, this shows that the student is unhappy with 
collaborators that were irrelevant to the project. This further indicates that this student 
prefers useful collaborators and wants collaboration. This matches with the 
teaching/learning assumption of “cooperative, collaborative learning”. For the answer 
“Field trip to company”, the studio teacher mentioned that the studio conducts a field 
trip to a medical company every year. As the company, may be located far from 
campus and some students may have been there before, some students do not want to 
attend the field trip again. Therefore, this comment matches with “Classroom-bound; 
synchronous”. As the aim of the question was to point out the negative elements 
students want to remove from this course, these answers may indicate that the student 
was not satisfied with collaborative learning.   
Table 4-21 Q 22: What element would you want to remove from the course? 
 Students’ answers Criteria of Learning Paradigm 
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3. 
“Blog” • Learning quality/outcomes; 
effectiveness; 
8.  “Irrelevant contacts” • Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
 
Table 4-22 Q 22: What element would you want to remove from the course? 
 
Students’ answers Criteria of Instruction Paradigm 
2. 
“Field trip to company” • Classroom-bound; synchronous 
5. 
“Excessive focus on craftsmanship” • Single-loop learning 




10.  “Self-learning” • Instructor-led/ dependent/micro- 
managed; 
• Teacher responsibility; 
• Transfer knowledge; 
• Teacher as expert; 	
In Question 23, when asked what was the most significant learning experience in this 
course, all the students’ feedback was a match with Learning Paradigm (see Table 4-
23). For example, the answers “Able to learn from actual operation” and “Going to 
surgery” are related to teaching mission of “Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge”, teaching value of “Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’”, teaching/learning assumption of “Cooperative, collaborative 
learning” and “Teacher as guide/facilitator”, etc.  
Table 4-23 Q 23: What was your most significant learning experience in this course? 
 Students’ answers Criteria of Learning Paradigm 
1. “Working with outside collaborators can be 
quite challenging but it is a good experience 
for students to understand how it will be like 
to work with real clients in the future after 
graduation” 
• Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge;  
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
• Knowledge is individually constructed 
and dynamic 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
• Teacher as guide/facilitator; 
• Active/interactive, dialogic; 
2. “Able to learn from actual operation” • Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge;  
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
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• Teacher as guide/facilitator; 
3. “Going to surgery” • Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge;  
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
• Teacher as guide/facilitator; 
4. “To work with doctors and with your 
partner” 
• Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge;  
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
• Knowledge is individually constructed 
and dynamic 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
• Teacher as guide/facilitator; 
• Active/interactive, dialogic; 
6. “Getting real feedback from non-designers, 
but experts in their fields” 
• Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge;  
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
• Knowledge is individually constructed 
and dynamic 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
• Active/interactive, dialogic; 
8. “Observation of surgery” • Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge;  
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
• Teacher as guide/facilitator; 
9. “Knowing that the topic was an actual real-
life problem that needs a design solution to, 
and coming up with a solution that fitted the 
problem” 
• Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge;  
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
10. “Self-learning” • Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge;  
• Knowledge is individually constructed 
and dynamic 	
In Question 24, when asked what was the greatest disappointment about the course, 
the students’ answers include “When the collaborators go un-contactable for a few 
weeks”, “Short time frame”, “Lack of resources and equipment”, etc. (see Table 4-24 
and Table 4-25). Most of the answers matched with Learning Paradigm, with only one 
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answer matching to Instruction Paradigm. As the aim of the question was to identify 
the unsatisfied elements from students’ view, these answers may show that the 
collaborative learning has many aspects that students were not satisfied with. For 
example, the answer “When the collaborators go un-contactable for a few weeks” 
matches with teaching/learning assumption of “Cooperative, collaborative learning”. 
The answer “Lack of resources and equipment” matches with the performance 
indicator of “Inputs/outputs; efficiency”. This may indicate that the student 
considered resource and equipment as important factors to learning.  
Table 4-24 Q 24: What was your greatest disappointment about the course? 
 Students’ answers Criteria of Learning Paradigm 
2. “When the collaborators go un-contactable 
for a few weeks” 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
3. “Short time frame” • Intrinsic motivation; 
• Competency is yardstick; 
4. “Felt that we could have spent more time on 
presentation, results weren’t up to 
expectation” 
• Intrinsic motivation; 
• Competency is yardstick; 
5. “subjectively to biases”  
6 “Lack of time” • Intrinsic motivation; 
• Competency is yardstick; 
8. “Timeline (too tight)” • Intrinsic motivation; 
• Competency is yardstick; 
9. “The lack of the right contacts that we could 
have worked with” 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
10. “Guidance”  
 
Table 4-25 Q 24: What was your greatest disappointment about the course? 
 
Students’ answers Criteria of Instruction Paradigm 
7. 
“Lack of resources and equipment” 
• Inputs/outputs; efficiency; 	
In Question 25, additional comments for the course include, “Perhaps we could have 
more topics, so that if any collaborators went missing, there would not be 2 or more 
groups being attached”, “Maybe parameters of the studio could have been better 
stated at the start?”, “Collaboration is good but need to filter out contacts that are not 
benefiting”, etc. (see Table 4-26 and Table 4-27) The answer “Perhaps we could have 
more topics, so that if any collaborators went missing, there would not be 2 or more 
groups being attached.” matches with the teaching/learning assumption of 
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“Cooperative, collaborative learning”. Even though the student suggests to have more 
collaborators to choose from, he/she still wants to keep the collaborative learning 
aspect of the studio. The answer “Maybe parameters of the studio could have been 
better stated at the start?” relates to the teaching/learning assumption of “Teacher as 
an expert” and “Instructor-led/dependent/micromanaged”. This student expects to 
know the parameters of the class in the early stages, which indicates the student 
prefers to follow the instructions of teachers and was aiming for a high score in this 
class.  
Table 4-26 Q 25: Are there any additional comments you wish to make about the course (positive 
or negative)? 
 Students’ answers  Criteria of Learning Paradigm 
2. “Perhaps we could have more topic, so that if 
any collaborators went missing, there would 
not be 2 or more groups being attached.” 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
8. “Collaboration is good but need to filter out 
contacts that are not benefiting” 
• Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
9. “The duration of the project should be 
lengthened if possible. 11 weeks was really 
too short, judging that there are many other 
projects on hand. Nevertheless, it made the 
studio way more challenging. More time can 
be given for the projects to be refined 
further.” 
• Intrinsic motivation; 
• Competency is yardstick; 
10. “Positive, collaboration with NUH” • Cooperative, collaborative learning; 
• Empower learners to discover and 
construct knowledge;  
• Knowledge is individually constructed 
and dynamic; 
• Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; 
‘strategic alliances’; 
	
Table 4-27 Q 25: Are there any additional comments you wish to make about the course (positive 
or negative)? 
 
Students’ answers Criteria of Instruction Paradigm 
6. “Maybe parameters if the studio could have 
been better stated at the start?” 
• Teacher as expert; 
• Instructor-led/ dependent/micro- 
managed; 	
In summary, among the total of 35 answers, 26 answers matched with Learning 
Paradigm, 6 answers matched with Instruction Paradigm, and 3 answers were neutral.  
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4.3.2 Students’	feedback	in	Section	2	
In this section, the open-ended question is “What are your expectations to this 
course?”. The data was collected using Google Forms, and is categorized by each 
academic year. A content analysis was applied to understand the differences between 
feedbacks of students from Year 1, Year 2, Year 3 and Year 4. Based on students’ 
answers, an inductive thematic analysis was applied and several main themes were 
summarized (Krippendorff, 2013). Within all the valid comments, five themes were 
summarised as “Design learning”, “Learning environment”, “Teaching and lesson”, 
“Personal growth”, “Learning method”. Students’ comments relating to learning 
thinking skills, technique skills about design and wanting to be experts in design 
fields, these comments are categorized in “Design learning”. For example, students 
mentioned “to be able to learn about design”, “to learn skills”, “By the end of my 4 
years, I expect to be well versed in design thinking”, “To learn as much as possible 
within my fields of interest.” Students’ comments relating to resources, facilities and 
tools for learning design are categorized as “Learning environment”. For example, 
“Increased funding such that students need not be hindered by the lack of tools or 
equipment to do their work.”, “Industry exposure and experience”, “On a side note, 
DID could move closer to the industry.”. Students’ comments relating to how they 
should get to learn design, these comments are categorized as “Learning 
environment”. Some comments are “More hands-on as I understand best by practice 
over theory based classes”, “One thing that the division could work harder towards is 
to encourage students to work smart, and not work hard.”, “having fun whilst 
learning”. Students’ comments relating to students’ future life goals and development 
of individual life these comments are categorized as “Personal growth”, such as “to 
find a decent job.”, “If NUS is to focus more on lifelong learning, DID should lead 
the way”, “to be exposed to fields of design that I will eventually find a liking/interest 
towards to which will guide my career in the future”, “An intriguing course of study 
that will help me become a better person (creativity wise/ personal growth).”. 
Students’ comments relating to structure, plan, assignment, teaching approach to a 
design lesson are categorized as “Teaching and lesson”, such as “Lessons to be more 
concise, straight to the point.”, “More interesting topics”, “tutors setting clear 
expectations and readily available for guidance”, “More manufacturing knowledge, 
materials, tolerances and maybe design strategy”. To further understand the 
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differences among students’ feedback, the frequency and percentage of the chosen 
themes in Year 1, Year 2, Year 3, Year 4 are calculated. There are 102 comments 
coded in five themes from all students’ comments, 35 comments from Year 1, 36 
comments from Year 2, 22 comments from Year 3, 9 comments from Year 4. 
	
Figure 4-6 A comparison of students' expectation to ID course in Year 1, Year 2, Year 3 and 
Year 4 
Figure 4-6 calculated the number of students’ comments to each category divided by 
the total number of students’ comments in each grade. The height of the column 
represents the importance of each category in the total amount of students’ comments 
in each grade.  
As we see from this figure, there is a trend that the importance of “Design learning” 
decreases from Year 1 to Year 4. In Year 1, there are 19 comments relating to 
“Design learning”. We observed that many comments focused on design learning. For 
example, “to be able to learn about design”, “to learn skills”, “to learn industrial 
design”, “I hope to be able to learn how to think with a designer’s mind”. There are 
some comments which also mentioned creative thinking, design sketching, model 
making as well. In Year 2, there are 6 comments relating to “Design learning”. 
Besides skills learning, two comments mentioned about a sense of design, “gaining a 
better design sense through what we learn and the assignments that we do”, “be aware 
of design sensitivities”. One comment mentioned systems and processes, “That it’ll 
teach me what I need to know about system and process, and all there is to about 








Year	1	 Year	2	 Year	3	 Year	4	
Learn	Design	Learning	enviornment	Teaching	and	lesson	Personal	growth	Learning	method	
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speaking about skills, Year 3 students described it more specifically as, “able to 
communicate ideas in multiple mediums”. Some students mentioned confidence of 
doing design, such as “At the end of the day, I feel that we have to feel confident 
about our skills and know that we are able to perform”, “To graduate with 
contentment”.  One comment talked about the entire process of doing design, “Able to 
create a product from conception to final prototype minimum”. In Year 4, there are 3 
comments relating to “Design learning”. One comment mentioned “Experimentation”. 
In summary, students’ understanding towards learning Industrial Design becomes 
deeper from Year 1 to Year 4. Year 1 students’ understanding of learning Industrial 
Design is more vague, while Year 2 students has invoked a “sense of design”. Some 
Year 3 students regard learning design as an entire process from conception to 
prototype, and Year 4 students talked about experimentation, which indicates that 
these students have realized a research-based approach to learn design.  
4.3.3 Teachers’	interviews	
The interview data collected has two parts: An audio recording and a questionnaire. 
The audio recording was transcribed and documented. The replies of 3 questionnaires 
are attached in Appendix E, F, G.  
4.3.3.1 The	teacher	of	Souvenir	Design	studio	
As seen from the feedback in the teacher’s questionnaire, the teacher for the Souvenir 
Design studio responded closely in-line with “Learning Paradigm”. Out of the 27 
answers, this teacher had 19 answers in line with “Learning Paradigm”, 7 questions 
that were neutral and only 1 answer in line with “Instruction Paradigm” (See 
Appendix E).  
The interview data showed that this teacher has more aspects matching with Learning 
Paradigm than Instruction Paradigm. For example, the teacher mentioned, “the aim of 
the studio is for the student to start questioning and asking. Giving them a chance to 
come up with a different perspective about something”, “When it is about concept and 
ideating, the whole class discusses together. Everyone can give opinions, everyone 
conceives ideas. Everyone help one another.” These are in line with the criteria of 
teaching mission “Empower learners to discover and construct knowledge”, the 
teaching value “Proactive”, “Cooperation”, the learning theory “Knowledge is 
individually constructed and dynamic”, “Culture of inquiry and evidence-based 
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learning”, the teaching/learning assumption “Cooperative, collaborative learning” in 
Learning Paradigm. “If they do not agree they can say no, but they have to explain 
why. We can have a discussion.” is matched with the criteria of “learner-led”, 
“teacher as guide/facilitator”.  
Some replies are in line with Instruction Paradigm. This teacher introduced a small 
workshop that was conducted in the beginning of the class.  To quote, “In the 
beginning, to warm up their thinking, I gave them small exercises in abstract, e.g. 
deform the cardboard, give student a set of criteria to fulfil, in 2 minutes. e.g. create 
the cardboard into mechanical feel.” In this small workshop, he decided the workshop 
materials, topics and criteria for students. This matches with the teaching/learning 
assumptions of “Instructor-led/dependent/micromanaged”, “Teacher as expert” in 
Instruction Paradigm. However, the teacher also mentioned “We interested in the 
story and meaning of the design, and question why things are like that. These 
exercises help them to breach that with meaning”. By questioning students “Why 
things are like that”, this teacher guided students to do reflective thinking and 
independent thinking, which is actually matched with “Empower learner to discover 
and construct knowledge”, “facilitate/cause effective learning”, “Knowledge is 
individually constructed and dynamic” in Learning Paradigm. In addition, this teacher 
prefers students working individually with an intention of encouraging the whole 
class to collaborate with each other. He mentioned that “most of my studios are 
individual, I don’t like the students to work in groups because they collaborate 
themselves. I make them work with themselves, and learn about themselves more.  It 
helps them to develop their opinions and believes as a designer. This is difficult to do 
with a group.” The format of individualistic work in his class matches with the 
teaching/learning assumption of “Individualistic and competitive learning” in 
Instruction Paradigm, but the intention of this teacher matches with the “Cooperative, 
collaborative learning” in Learning Paradigm. 
Based on the interview feedback, though it appears that the class is taught in a 
teacher-centred format, this is actually done with the intention of developing 
independent thinking in students, which is more student-centred. To summarize, this 
teacher adopts predominantly a “Learning Paradigm” teaching approach, 
accompanied with some elements of “teaching-centred” in this studio.   
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4.3.3.2 The	teacher	of	Service	Design	studio	 	
As seen from the feedback in the teacher’s questionnaire, the teacher’s responses are 
closely in-line with “Learning Paradigm”. Out of the total of 27 questions, 25 
questions were in-line with “Learning Paradigm” and only two questions were neutral 
(See Appendix F).  
In addition, the interview data also showed that the teaching approach of this teacher 
tends to be a closer match to the criteria of Learning Paradigm. For example, the 
teacher stated, “in the beginning, they have meetings with clients to find out the 
clients’ needs. Then, the students jump into the field observations, do interviews, 
video observations”, “I emphasis a lot to students to go out into the field to meet the 
real users. And one of the key characteristics of service design is human-centred”. 
Such a teaching approach is closely related to the teaching mission “Empower 
learners to discover and construct knowledge”, the teaching value “Cooperation”, 
“Responsive to stakeholders/’ clients’; ‘strategic alliances’ ”, the learning theory of 
“Knowledge is individually constructed and dynamic”, “Culture of inquiry and 
evidence-based learning”, the teaching/learning assumptions of “Learner-led”, 
“Active/interactive, dialogic”, “Anywhere, anytime learning”, “Cooperative, 
collaborative learning”.  
The teacher also applied some aspects of Instruction Paradigm, such as, “I explain 
how service design is different from product design, interaction design … and also the 
characteristic of service design”, “I introduce key methods of service design, but I 
don’t really teach much.  I want students to find information from the internet.”. This 
teacher introduced the knowledge to students at the beginning of the class and this 
matches with the learning theory of “Body of knowledge exists for transfer/storage”, 
“Teacher responsibility” in Instruction Paradigm. However, this teacher also 
mentioned that she intended to guide students to find information by themselves 
which indicates that this teacher has an intention of applying Learning Paradigm with 
an approach of Instruction Paradigm. 
In summary, the teaching approach of this teacher is to encourage self-learning in 
students and encourage students to go into the field to understand users’ real needs. 
Though in a small aspect the teacher applies an Instruction Paradigm, in general, the 
teacher predominantly adopts a Learning Paradigm in this studio.  
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4.3.3.3 The	teacher	of	Medical	Design	studio	
As seen from the feedback in the teacher’s questionnaire, the teacher for the Medical 
Design studio has a strong inclination towards “Learning Paradigm”. Out of the 27 
questions, 25 answers were in-line with “Learning Paradigm” while 2 answers were 
neutral. Of the 20 answers for “Learning Paradigm”, 5 were answered as strongly 
agree (See Appendix G). Furthermore, during the interview, this teacher pointed out 
that, 
“we just want to provide a context for students to learn more in the real environment, 
and after that identify the problem and propose a new appropriate solution for such a 
problem. After that they are able to do a real evaluation based on the context.” 
“…we try to base on what they want to achieve and we try to tell them how to 
improve, rather than base on what we want and tell them how to do it.”. 
These teaching approaches match with the teaching mission of “Empower learners to 
discover and construct knowledge”, the teaching value of “Respect for individual 
needs/strengths”, “Cooperation”, the learning theory of “Knowledge is individually 
constructed and dynamic”, “Culture of inquiry and evidence-based learning”, the 
teaching/learning assumption of “Active/interactive, dialogic”, “Competency is 
yardstick” in Learning Paradigm.  
On the other hand, this teacher also mentioned that, 
“If they are going into some area which is quite difficult, of course we will try to 
guide them and say it’s a difficult area. But if it’s just the students who are lazy and 
they don’t propose…, just scold them.”. This comment may match with the learning 
theory of “Extrinsic motivation” in Instruction Paradigm. This indicates that this 
teacher prefers to spark intrinsic motivation in students, and extrinsic motivation is 
employed only when it is challenging for students to motivate themselves. 
In general, the teaching approach of this teacher is to train students to develop 
independent thinking and practice design in a real context. These show a predominant 
use of Learning Paradigm. 
4.3.4 A	summary	of	Singapore	Souvenir	Design	Studio	case		
In general, the feedback of students in Singapore Souvenir Design studio showed a 
trend of Learning Paradigm. According to students’ feedback when compared with 
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the criteria of Instruction Paradigm and Learning Paradigm, the most notable 
characteristic of students in Singapore Souvenir Design studio is the characteristic of 
“Empower learners to discover and construct knowledge” in Learning Paradigm. 
Followed by the characteristics of “knowledge is individually constructed and 
dynamic”, “Active/interactive, dialogic” in Learning Paradigm, and the characteristics 
of “Instructor-led/dependent/micro-managed” and “Teacher as expert” in Instruction 
Paradigm. These indicated that some students in this studio showed characteristics of 
independent learning, explored on their own and with interactive learning. Whereas 
some students showed characteristics of dependence on teacher’s instruction while 
seeking support from the teacher.  
There were some contradictions when comparing students’ preference and teacher’s 
preference with respect to Instruction and Learning Paradigm (see Table 5-1). For the 
mission of teaching, the teacher showed a bias towards “Facilitate/cause effective 
learning”, while some students showed a bias towards “Provide efficient delivery of 
instruction”. For the teaching/learning assumption, the teacher maintained neutral 
between “Teacher as expert” and “Teacher as guide/facilitator”, while some of his 
students showed a bias towards “Teacher as expert”; the teacher chose neutral 
between “Instructor-led/dependent/micro-managed” and “Learner-led” while some 
students’ answers were in line with “Instructor-led/dependent/micro-managed”. For 
the performance indicator, the teacher fully agreed with “Learning quality/outcomes; 
effectiveness” while one of his students showed a bias towards “Inputs/outputs; 
efficiency”. This indicates that when the teacher tried to train students to be more 
independent some students actually still need more support from teacher. When the 
teacher considered learning quality and learning outcome as a performance indicator, 
some students may consider facility, resources, financial support as a very important 
part of their learning.  
In summary, based on the feedback received from teacher and students’, the strengths 
and weaknesses of Instruction Paradigm and Learning Paradigm of the Souvenir 
Design studio are as follows: 
The strengths of Instruction Paradigm in this studio: 
1. A teacher-centred instruction at the beginning of the class is an effective 
approach for students to better understand the specific design knowledge and 
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skills, which will be covered in the project. 
2. Compared to teamwork, the strength of individual work is to develop students’ 
independent and critical thinking. 
The weaknesses of Instruction Paradigm in this studio were not exactly mentioned by 
the participants. 
The strengths of Learning Paradigm in this studio: 
1. Students are satisfied and enjoyed the freedom in doing design. Giving 
students the choice to decide what to design has a positive impact on students' 
learning. 
2. Active teaching and learning gives students a new and positive learning 
experience. Some students enjoy the hands-on design process. 
3. A student-centred teaching trains student’s thinking and equip students with 
the capability to design creatively. 
4. Students enjoyed the active learning environment with group discussion and 
sharing. 
The weaknesses of Learning Paradigm in this studio: 
1. Student-centred teaching applies an active approach to create active learning. 
However, this may also cause extra time and financial input. 
2. Cooperative teaching and learning, which involves more than one teacher, 
may create a problem in teacher-student communication. Different teachers 
may provide students with different feedback, or they may even withhold 
feedback. 
3. In active learning, “to do design” is more challenging than imparting 
fundamental design knowledge.  
4. A student-centred teaching approach may require active thinking in students 
instead of receiving information passively. This may cause some students to 
be uncomfortable and feel a bit lost. 
4.3.5 A	summary	of	Service	Design	Studio	case	
In general, the students’ feedback from Service Design studio showed a bias towards 
a Learning Paradigm approach. According to students’ feedback when compared with 
the criteria of Instruction Paradigm and Learning Paradigm, the most notable 
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characteristic of students in Service Design studio is the characteristic of “cooperative, 
collaborative learning” in Learning Paradigm. Followed by the characteristics of 
“Responsive to stakeholders/’clients’; ‘strategic alliances’”, “culture of inquiry and 
evidence based learning”, “active/interactive, dialogic” in Learning Paradigm. These 
indicated that this collaborative project empowered students with collaborative 
learning and strengthened students’ ability of questioning and interacting with clients.   
There were many contradictions when comparing the students’ answers to teacher’s 
interview feedback with respect to Instruction Paradigm and Learning Paradigm. With 
regards to the teaching mission, the teacher fully agreed with “Empower learners to 
discover and construct knowledge” and “Facilitate/cause effective learning”, whereas 
two students’ answers showed a bias towards “Transfer knowledge” and one student 
showed a preference of “Provide efficient delivery of instruction”. With regards to the 
learning theory, the teacher agreed with “Knowledge is individually constructed and 
dynamic”, “Learner responsibility” while one student preferred “Body of knowledge 
exists for transfer/storage” and one student preferred “Teacher responsibility”. With 
respect to the teaching/learning assumptions, the teacher agreed with “Learner-led”, 
“Anywhere, anytime learning”, “Cooperative, collaborative learning”, “Teacher as 
guide/facilitator”, whereas some of her students preferred “Instructor-
led/dependent/micromanaged”, “Classroom-bound; synchronous”, “Individualistic 
and competitive learning” and “Teacher as expert”. With respect to the performance 
indicator, the teacher agreed with “Learning quality/outcomes effectiveness” but one 
of her students agreed with “Inputs/outputs; efficiency”. During the teacher’s 
interview feedback, we learn that this teacher tried to give more time to support 
students by giving extra consultations. However, some students showed a tendency to 
be even more dependent and expect step-by-step instructions. Though the teacher 
considered learning quality as an important factor, a student felt that the learning 
environment and facilities are important to their learning too.   
In summary, based on the feedback received from teacher and students’, the strengths 
and weaknesses of Instruction Paradigm and Learning Paradigm of the Service 
Design studio are as follows: 
The strengths of Instruction Paradigm teaching in this studio: 
1. Many students require direct instruction about design knowledge from the 
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teacher. This may indicate that even at an undergraduate level, students may 
still require clear instructions, or guidance, from teachers at the beginning of a 
class. 
The weaknesses of Instruction Paradigm teaching in this studio: 
1. One student expected to have a more “real-world” project.  
The strengths of Learning Paradigm in this case: 
1. Students were satisfied with the variety of topics to choose from and the 
freedom of design solutions. 
2. Active and interactive teaching methods have a positive effect in enhancing 
students' engagement in learning. Students reported that they learnt a lot from 
collaborating with clients.  
3. One student pointed out that he/she is not satisfied with his/her design solution, 
which indicates that this student is highly engaged in the learning and have an 
intrinsic motivation in learning. 
The weaknesses of Learning Paradigm in this studio: 
1. Students complained a lot about the unhelpful collaborator. However, a 
helpful collaborator is very important. When the collaborator is not engaged in 
the collaboration, students will get frustrated. 
2. Active learning requires more effort in students, which may be a drawback if 
they have a heavy workload. 
3. Some students may already be used to a classroom teaching style and may be 
frustrated with a new learning method and environment.  
4. Some students were not satisfied with the grading system and results. Students 
expected more feedback about grading and desired a more flexible format to 
present their design work.  
4.3.6 A	summary	of	Medical	Design	Studio	case	
The students’ feedback for the Medical Design studio showed that the students tend to 
adopt a Learning Paradigm approach. According to students’ feedback, when 
compared with the criteria of Instruction Paradigm and Learning Paradigm, the most 
notable characteristic of students in Medical Design studio is the characteristic of 
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“empower learners to discover and construct knowledge” in Learning Paradigm. 
Followed by the characteristics of “cooperative, collaborative learning”, “Responsive 
to stakeholders/’clients’; ‘strategic alliances’”, “teacher as a guide/facilitator” and 
“knowledge is individually constructed and dynamic”. These indicated that the 
collaborative project in this studio strengthened students’ ability of independent and 
collaborative learning. 
There were three contradictions when comparing the students’ to teacher’s interview 
feedback with respect to Instruction Paradigm and Learning Paradigm. With respect 
to the teaching/learning assumptions, the teacher agreed with “Learner-led” and 
“Teacher as a guide/facilitator”. However, some of his students preferred “Instructor-
led/dependent/micromanaged”, “Teacher as expert”.  For the performance indicator, 
the teacher agreed with “Learning quality/outcomes; effectiveness” however one of 
his students considered that “Inputs/outputs; efficiency” is very important to their 
learning. These may indicate that some students still prefer learning directions from 
the teacher, and they expect better learning environment and facilities.  
Based on the interview with the teacher of Medical Design studio, this teacher doesn’t 
show an obvious adopting of Instruction Paradigm. The strengths and weaknesses of 
Learning Paradigm in Medical Design studio are as follows:  
The strengths of Learning Paradigm in this studio: 
1. Students are satisfied with “real-life problems”. Getting real feedback from 
experts enhanced the learning motivation in students. Students mentioned that 
they now understand how to work with real clients in the future. 
2. Enhanced self-learning in students. 
The weaknesses of Learning Paradigm in this studio: 
1. Many students complained the lack of time. Active learning requires more 
effort and resources. These may cause a heavier workload for students. 
2. Many students commented that the collaborators were not beneficial. “Real-
world projects” are more challenging and have a more complex learning 
environment. However, an unhelpful collaborator may have a negative 
influence on students’ learning satisfaction.  
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3. One student pointed out that he/she was unsatisfied with the guidance 
provided. This may indicate that not all students will be comfortable with self-
learning. 
Table 4-28 A summary of strength and weakness in Instructional Paradigm and Learning 
Paradigm for three studios 
Instruction Paradigm Learning Paradigm 
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Table 4-28 summarized the strength and weakness of applying Instruction Paradigm 
and Learning Paradigm in the three studios.  
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4.4 Summary	of	findings	
The findings of this study include quantitative and qualitative data. The quantitative 
data are the scores of students’ approaches to learning. The quantitative data indicates 
that there is a general increase in deep approach to learning in NUS DID 
undergraduate students from Year 1 to Year 4. There is no specific approach adopted 
in the year 1 students.  From Year 2, students start to show a bias towards deep 
approaches to learning based on their R-SPQ-2F score. In addition, the mean scores of 
students’ learning approaches in all three design studios are defined as Deep approach. 
This is consistent with the general pattern of Year 1, Year 2, Year3 and Year 4 
students’ approaches to learning. Moreover, the mean score of students’ deep 
approach to learning in the three design studios are higher than the mean score of 
students’ deep approach to learning in Year 1, Year 2, Year 3 and Year 4. 
Qualitative findings include students’ answers to open-ended questions, teachers’ 
answers to the questionnaire and teachers’ interview record. Students’ answers 
revealed the positive and negative factors to their learning. Teachers’ questionnaire 
revealed the teachers’ concept to teaching. The recorded interview further explained 
teachers’ teaching approaches and teaching strategies. A summary of the strengths 
and weaknesses of Instruction Paradigm and Learning Paradigm, as evaluated from 
teachers’ and students’ experience, is provided in 4.3. 
The teachers of the three studios tend to adopt a Learning Paradigm approach and 
aimed to train students to be more independent in learning. However, the common 
contradictions showed in all three studios revealed that there are certain students who 
would prefer instructions from teacher and regard teacher as experts. There are also 
some students who desire to have better facilities and a better learning environment. 
These may indicate that undergraduate students still require some extent of instruction 
from teachers, coupled with an appropriate teaching environment. A purely student-
centred approach may not be suitable. The complaint regarding poor facilities and 
resources may indicate that a higher quality of facilities and resources is needed for 




Chapter 4 presents the findings to the empirical study, i.e. the learning approaches of 
students in three specific design studios and the general pattern of undergraduate 
students’ approaches to learning in NUS DID. This chapter has two aims as follows:  
1. To analyse the learning context and identify the factors which contribute to the 
difference of students’ learning approaches in different studios and different 
academic years.  
2. To summarise the positive and negative factors to students’ deep approach and 
provide suggestions to enhance deep approach to learning in students. 
5.2 Analysis	of	research	question	1	
The first research question is “What are NUS DID undergraduate students’ 
approaches to learning in the studio setting?”. This question aims to compare the 
differences between student’ approaches to learning in design studios with the overall 
pattern of four levels of undergraduate students. As reported in the previous chapter, 
students in all three studios showed a bias towards deep approach to learning based on 
their mean score.  
From the open-ended questions in the student feedback, the positive factors that were 
mentioned the most were the freedom in exploring design ideas and design solutions, 
discussion and idea sharing between peers, open communication between tutor and 
students, collaboration and dealing with “real-world” problems. The negative factors 
mentioned the most were that the collaborator was not helpful, a lack of feedback on 
grades, short working time, and dissatisfaction with the final presentation and grading 
system.  
From the teachers’ interview responses, all teachers showed a predominant adopting 
of student-centred teaching approach. There was also no teacher who is purely 
teacher-centred or purely student-centred in the three cases. All three teachers applied 
a mixed approach of student-centred with supplementary teaching-centred approach.  
In Service Design studio, the teacher provided direct instruction on the concept of 
service design at the beginning of the class. Additionally, the teacher also mentioned 
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that the grading system falls on a “bell curve” system where grading is based on the 
overall performance of every studio platform rather than an actual individual student’s 
learning performance. As gathered from the student feedback, students were satisfied 
with the instruction of the concept of service design. Some students also requested 
more specific instructions on the design process. These indicate that at an 
undergraduate level, certain instruction on the background of design knowledge is 
needed. Students also complained about the grading system and final presentation 
format. This shows that a flexible and open format of presentation, and a fairer 
grading system is required.  
In the Souvenir Design studio, the teacher gave small assignments with fulfilment 
criteria. This teacher also preferred individual work, which is not typical of a student-
centred teaching approach. However, according to the students’ feedback, no one 
complained about the small assignments. Instead, students are satisfied with these 
small assignments as they are a lead towards the development of the project. No 
students complained about the individual work. Instead, many students commented 
that they have learnt a lot from the group discussions and sharing in the studio. In this 
studio, all the assignments were completed individually as the teacher intends to train 
students to have an independent and critical thinking, and to make self-constructed 
decisions with the input of their peers. The teacher encouraged every student to 
contribute to each other’s works, and encouraged students to interpret design in their 
own way. Although the teacher applied a teacher-centred format of approach in the 
beginning of the studio, a student-centred teaching approach is the actual teaching 
theory behind these learning activities. These factors may have been a large 
contribution in students’ deep approach in learning.  
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Table 5-1 Comparison of students' feedback and teacher's answers in Singapore Souvenir Design 
	
Table 5-1 shows the comparison between students’ and teachers’ answers with respect 
to some aspects of the criteria of Instruction and Learning Paradigm for the Singapore 
Souvenir Design Studio. The second column is the criteria of Instruction Paradigm, 
the eighth column is the criteria of Learning Paradigm. The boxes highlighted in 
yellow are the teacher’s answer to the questionnaire. The first and last column is the 





















































































Learning Paradigm. The number written in the column indicates the number of 
students’ answer that matched with the educational paradigm (For example, 
“Empower learners to discover and construct knowledge”, 5, indicates that there are 5 
students’ answers matching with this criteria). The criteria which are in bold indicates 
the inconsistent answers between the students and the teacher.  
This table shows that, out of 20 students’ answers, most of the students’ feedback is 
consistent with the teacher’s answer. 3 students’ answers showed a preference for 
“Provide efficient delivery of instruction” whereas the teacher chose “Facilitate/cause 
effective learning”. 4 students answered in line with “Instructor-led/dependent/micro-
managed” whereas the teacher chose neutral between “Instructor-
led/dependent/micro-managed” and “Learner-led”. 4 students preferred “Teacher as 
expert” while the teacher chose “Teacher as guide/facilitator”. 1 student showed a 
preference for “Inputs/outputs; efficiency” whereas the teacher chose “Learning 
quality/outcomes; effectiveness”.  
Students in Singapore Souvenir Design studio showed a predominant character of 
discovering and constructing knowledge by themselves, and have an active and 
interactive learning approach. However, some students also show a predominance for 
passive-receive instruction, an instructor-led learning approach even though the 
teacher mentioned that “I asked their definition of the souvenir. What is souvenir to 
them and they come up with definition, and they design an outcome based on the 
definition”, “The aim of the studio, is for the student to start to questioning and asking. 
Giving chance for them to come out with a different perspective of something”. 
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Table 5-2 Comparison of students' feedback to the teacher's answers in Service Design Studio 
	
Table 5-2 shows the comparison of students’ and teacher’s answers with respect to the 
criteria of Instruction and Learning Paradigm for the Service Design Studio. This 
Table is in the same format as Table 5-1.   
This table shows that, within 42 students’ feedback, most of the students’ feedback 
are consistent with the teacher’s answers. 2 students showed a preference towards 
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conduct knowledge”. 1 student preferred “Provide efficient delivery of instruction” 
while the teacher chose “Facilitate/cause effective learning”. 1 student preferred 
“Body of knowledge exists for transfer/storage” while the teacher chose “Knowledge 
is individually constructed and dynamic”. 3 students preferred “Instructor-
led/dependent/micro-managed” while the teacher chose a bias towards “Leaner-led”. 
When the teacher chose “Cooperative, collaborative learning”, although 11 students’ 
answers were in line with it. 1 student, however, preferred “Individualistic and 
competitive learning”. When the teacher chose “Learning quality/outcomes; 
effectiveness”, only 1 student responded in line with “Inputs/outputs; efficiency”.  
Students in the Service Design studio showed a predominant character of constructing 
knowledge individually, enquiry and evidence-based learning, active and interactive 
learning, cooperative and collaborative learning, competency is yardstick. The teacher 
also mentioned “I emphasis a lot to student to go out to field to meet the real users. 
And one of the key characteristics of service design is human-centred”, “In the 
beginning, they have meetings with clients to find out clients’ needs. Then, the 
students jump into the field observation, do interviews, video observations”.  
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Table 5-3 Comparison of students' feedback and teacher's answers in Medical Studio 
	
Table 5-3 shows the comparison of students’ and teacher’s answers with respect to the 


























































































Among 35 students’ feedback, most of them are consistent with the teacher’s answer. 
However, there are 7 inconsistent areas. When the teacher chose “respect for 
individual needs/strengths”, although there were 15 students’ feedback in line with 
“Empower learners to discover and construct knowledge”, 1 student preferred 
“Transfer knowledge”. 1 student’s feedback preferred “Teacher responsibility” while 
the teacher chose a bias towards “Learner responsibility”. 1 student preferred 
“instructor-led/dependent/micromanaged” while the teacher chose “Learner-led”. 1 
student preferred “Classroom-bound; synchronous” while the teacher chose 
“Anywhere, anytime learning”. 1 student preferred “ Single-loop learning” while the 
teacher chose a bias towards “Continuous learning loop”. When the teacher chose 
“Teacher as guide/facilitator”, 9 students’ responded in line with it whereas 1 student 
preferred “Teacher as expert”. The teacher chose a bias towards “Learning 
quality/outcomes; effectiveness” while 1 student was in line with “Inputs/outputs; 
efficiency”.  
Students in Medical Design studio showed a predominant character of discovering 
and constructing knowledge by themselves, cooperative and collaborative learning, 
regard teacher as a facilitator, competency is yardstick. The teacher also mentioned 
“It’s much more they are able to learn through the whole research and then to identify 
what they want and then after that they are able to made evaluate judgment, all these 
whole processes. And then of course the final outcome is important, but I think the 
more important one is allow students, allow them to have independent idea to do the 
project”.  
5.3 Analysis	of	research	question	2	
The second research question proposed in Chapter 1 is “Does the approach of learning 
in NUS DID undergraduate students’ change progressively?”. As reported in chapter 
4.2 and 4.3, the results showed that there is an increasing trend in students’ deep 
approach to learning from Year 1 to Year 4. More specifically, Year 1 students 
showed no specific learning approach, whereas Year 2 students showed an obvious 
predominance for deep approach to learning. These results indicate that the design 




The third research question is “How does NUS DID education influence students’ 
approaches to learning?”. The results show that NUS DID undergraduate education 
changes students’ approaches to learning. In fact, the results may also indicate that 
NUS DID undergraduate education helps construct a deep approach to learning in 
students. These may be explained by the educational paradigm, teaching approach, 
and learning experience that students had in Year 1 study.  The evidence from 
qualitative data echoes this and show that students will be more focused on their 
interests in design when they are in their 4th year.  
5.4.1 Freedom	in	learning	
When interviewing the Head of Department (HOD), he mentioned that “The first 
thing we think about is more, give them thought of ownership to select what they 
want to do and we believe in that case people will have a better understanding and to 
do what they want to do”. Giving students the freedom to choose what they want to 
learn could be a factor that influence deep approach to learning. Entwistle and 
Ramsden (1982) pointed out that having more freedom in learning is related to a deep 
approach to learning. A study also named freedom in learning as “Independent Study” 
and supported that students having a choice in their study is related to deep approach 
to learning (Nijhuis, Segers, & Gijselaers, 2005). Another study also supports this 
point (Gow & Kember, 1990). Students’ feedback in the three studios also frequently 
mentioned the freedom in learning, for example, “freedom to explore on your own 
and come up with your own conclusion”, “Keep the variety of the topics”, “The free 
region to propose different ideas out of the normal solutions”, etc. Allowing students 
to do what they want and being open to their own way of doing design may relate to 
students’ high score in deep approach to learning. However, one student commented 
“The directedness” when responding to Question 22 “What element would you want 
to remove from the course?”. This indicated that some students may feel 
uncomfortable when they are given too much freedom.   
5.4.2 Hands-on	practice	
Study showed that hands-on practice can help students to learn actively (Nisbet & 
Matthews, 2011; Tefera, 2011). Nisbet and Matthews’ study introduced Virtual 
Environment for Radiotherapy Training in students’ learning for enhancing students’ 
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skills by hands-on practice. The results showed that students were more actively 
involved in learning and they expected more hands-on exercises. Referring to the 
interview with HOD, he also mentioned “we also try to have more hands-on type of 
project. o, for example, in our lecture course, like material application type of course, 
or production type of course, we also try to type in the practical element. So, from the 
practical element, I believe through practice they can understand better instead of they 
just memorize.” Table 5-4 shows the curriculum for the NUS DID degree programme. 
In the first year, the courses available for students are: “Materials for ID”, “Principles 
of Marketing”, “Modelling for ID”, “Modelling for Sketching for Design”, and so on. 
Many of these courses involve hands-on practice, which requires individual self-
discovery of students. For example, the course “ID1321: Materials for ID”, as shown 
in Figure 5-1, adopts two teaching approaches. Students are imparted with theoretical 
knowledge through lectures, and have time for hands-on work in groups. Students are 
paired in groups, and have allocated time for discussions with the teacher about their 
projects. This approach matches with the criteria of Learning Paradigm, “Empower 
learners to discover and construct knowledge”, “Cooperation”, “Learning is non-
linear and ‘hyperlinked’”, “Active/interactive, dialogic”, “Cooperative, collaborative 
learning”, and so on. In Section 2, Year 1 and Year 2 students responded to the 
question “What are your expectations to this course?” as “I believe that we can learn 
the most through our experience and that is to do and practice”, “more hands on”, “I 
understand best by practical over theory based classes”. These indicated that students 
enjoy learning by practicing. This may explain why Year 2 students showed a rapid 
increase in deep approach to learning compared to Year 1 freshmen who are new to 
the university education. 
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Figure 5-1 In class instruction and discussion of course Materials for ID  
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As we have learnt from the students’ qualitative feedback towards the five open-
ended questions in all three studios, many students pointed out the positive aspects of 
collaborating with industry, such as “collaboration with doctors”, “Keeping the topics 
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‘real life problems’ that are critical to solve”, “Learning about the difficulties and 
challenges faced working/designing in public sector”. Working on projects which 
expose students to the “real world” can enhance a sense of responsibility and 
accomplishment in them. Some studies mentioned that by studying “real world” 
problems, students may develop a deeper understanding of its situation, and students 
may develop a deep approach to learning (Marton et al., 1984). One study 
investigated students’ approaches to learning in two teaching environments, a 
conventional course which was taught in lectures and tutorials and an action learning 
course which was taught in project work and learning groups (Wilson* & Fowler, 
2005). The specific component of action learning course is fieldwork project, where 
students will be supervised by experts in a small group. The results showed that in 
action learning course, students who adopted surface approach to learning shifted to 
adopt deep strategy. Bradbeer’s (2006) study showed that students in studio-based 
teaching achieved a higher level of deep approach than students in non-studio-based 
teaching. This study also mentioned that a lack of relevance between traditional 
instructional formats and the “real-world” industry may have an influence on students’ 
learning. As explained by students, the reason of switching to deep strategy may be 
the outcome from working on a “real project” and the higher expectations on students 
(e.g. “Because of the added responsibility it forced you to care”, “You had to do 
things at a deeper level than you would normally do”). However, the students in this 
study also reported a heavier workload in the action learning course than the 
conventional course. In line with Wilson* and Fowler (2005)’s study, students in the 
three design studios also reported a heavy workload, such as “more than three projects 
on going”, “lack of time”, “time frame”. Although students complained about a heavy 
workload, their mean score of deep approach to learning is still relatively much higher 
than the overall mean score of Year 2 and Year 3 students. This may indicate that a 
heavy workload is a barrier of deep approach to learning, but the contribution of 
action learning to deep approach is rather higher.  
5.4.4 Assessment	method	
The assessment method may be a factor influencing students’ approaches to learning. 
Marton and Säaljö (1976) compared two groups of students, one group was asked 
surface factual questions, the other was asked deeper questions. The results showed 
that students in the surface question group adopted a surface level approach to 
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learning while some students in the deep question group adopted deep level approach 
to learning.  A surface assessment refers to an assessment which requires a lower 
level of cognitive processing, such as reproduction of information, while a deep 
assessment refers to an assessment which requires a higher level of intellectual skills, 
such as comprehension, analysis and application (Entwistle, 2000; Scouller, 1998). A 
surface level demanding is related to surface approach to learning in students while a 
deep level demanding may help students develop deep approach to learning. With 
regards to the three design studios, Singapore Souvenir Design studio required a final 
product artefact, souvenir definition, critical reflection writing piece, print quality 
photo documentation of final artefact and an exhibition; Service Design studio 
required prototypes and findings from the prototyping test, executive summary on 
final design propositions, visual documents on design propositions; Medical Design 
studio required final concept, prototype which applied Human-Centric-Design-
Approach, testing and evaluation results. All three design studios demanded 
independent, initiative ideas, workable prototypes and presentation, which is a higher 
level of cognitive processing which required students’ own understanding of design 
opportunities, design concepts and analysis. These may have contributed to students’ 
higher score on deep approach to learning. Chan and Tang (2006) mentioned that 
instead of exams, an assessment of operational skills may be a contributing factor 
when developing a deep approach to learning in students. Nevertheless, a deep level 
demand may require a higher workload in students’ perception and may decrease 
students’ preference to this assessment (Gijbels & Dochy, 2006). In these three design 
studios, though students complained of a heavy workload, their deep approach score 
is still relatively high as compared to the mean scores of Year 1, Year 2, Year 3 and 
Year 4.  
5.5 Suggestions	for	enhancing	deep	approach	to	learning	in	design	
education	
The findings of this study suggest that it may not be good to apply a purely student-
centred teaching approach at an undergraduate level for design education. This is 
especially so at the beginning of a class when students need direct instruction and 
guidance regarding domain knowledge of the class. In addition, not all external 
collaborations are 100% beneficial to students’ learning and an active and cooperative 
collaborator is required for collaborative learning. Furthermore, individual work can 
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also be viewed as a method of student-centred learning. The theory behind learning 
activities is more important than the teaching format. To enhance deep approach to 
learning in students, these are the criteria that need improvement. 
In summary, the possible reasons of NUS DID undergraduate students having an 
increasing trend in deep approach to learning may be because of the freedom in 
learning, the assessment method, hands-on practice, having a “Real project”, etc. Here 
are some suggestions as a reference for educators to enhance deep approach to 
learning in design. 
1. Provide some freedom for students to choose what they want to do; 
2. Conduct “Real projects” that allow students to learn from the industry and real 
life experience. However, a helpful collaborator is very essential; 
3. Measure students’ work in a deep level assessment, which would reflect 
independent and reflective thinking. However, appropriate workload is 
important; 
4. Conduct more hands-on practice for students to better understand instead of 
rote memory work; 
5.6 Conclusion		
5.6.1 Summary	of	key	findings	
The findings of cross-sectional study showed a consistent increase of deep approach 
to learning in undergraduate Industrial Design students from Year 1 to Year 4. This 
may indicate that the undergraduate program encourages deep approach to learning in 
students. The adoption of student-centred teaching approach, the curriculum design, 
and the active learning environment may play a role in enhancing deep approach in 
students. 
The survey study in three design studios revealed a consistent result to the big picture 
of students’ approaches to learning in different academic years. Students in all the 
three studios applied a deep approach to learning. In addition, students adopt a higher 
mean score of deep approach to learning compared to the overall pattern in every 
academic year.  
The feedback from students revealed that students preferred a teacher-centred 
instruction at the beginning of a class. They also enjoy the freedom to explore their 
own design ideas. However, for projects with external collaboration, they expect to do 
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“real-world” projects with a pro-active collaborator. The teaching approaches that the 
teachers adopted and teachers’ expectations on their students’ learning method may 
not be consistent with students’ actual learning method in some aspects. Students’ 
expectations to learning Industrial Design change along their learning progress. 
Students expect to learn the skills in the first year of their Industrial Design program. 
In their second year, they begin to consider other factors related to design. In their 
third year, they continue to focus on skills learning. And in their final year, we see a 
grown interest in learning. These may indicate that a university level of design 
education helps students learn skills, enrich their knowledge of design, and helps 
them to find their own interest and motivation in design.  
5.6.2 Contributions	and	implications	
This study investigated students’ approaches to learning in a full undergraduate 
program in Industrial Design. While many studies revealed teaching approaches and 
teaching strategies in certain design projects and classes, the findings of this study 
provide a new understanding to the students’ approaches to learning in undergraduate 
design education program. We, thus, have an insight in the effect of design studio 
teaching on students’ approaches to learning. These findings support the strength of 
student-centred teaching approach and Learning Paradigm. It also provided 
suggestions to further strengthen deep approach to learning when applying a student-
centred teaching in the Design discipline. 
5.6.3 Limitations	and	recommendations	for	further	study	
This study is a cross-sectional study. The findings provide an understanding of the 
current situation of students’ approaches to learning in an Industrial Design program. 
This study identified strengths and weaknesses of the Learning Paradigm in a 
university design education. However, a cross-sectional study cannot prove cause-
effect relationships. The results can only be considered as a reference in the field of 
design education. A longitudinal study is needed to further examine the factors 
influencing students’ approaches to learning in the Design education. 
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Which studio did you attend on Thursday this semester: 
! Lee Jun Joo (Service Design) 
! Yen Ching Chiuan (Medical Design) 
! Hans Tan (Singapore Souvenir Design) 
Please fill in the appropriate circle alongside the question number on the questionnaire. The letters alongside 
each number stand for the following response. 
1—this item is never or only rarely true of me  
2—this item is sometimes true of me 
3—this item is true of me about half the time  
4—this item is frequently true of me 
5—this item is always or almost always true of me 
Please choose the one most appropriate response to each question. Fill the oval on the Answer Sheet that best 
fits your immediate reaction. Do not spend a long time on each item: your first reaction is probably the best one. 
Please answer each item. 
Do not worry about projecting a good image. Your answers are CONFIDENTIAL. Thank you for your 
cooperation. 
1. I find that at times studying this design studio gives me a feeling of deep personal satisfaction.  
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
2. I find that I have to do enough work on a topic so that I can form my own conclusions !before I am 
satisfied. 
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
3. My aim is to pass the studio while doing as little work as possible.  
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
4. I only study seriously what’s given out in class or in the studio outlines.  
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
5. I feel that virtually any topic can be highly interesting once I get into it.  
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
6. I find most new topics interesting and often spend extra time trying to obtain more !information about 
them.  
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
7. I do not find my studio very interesting so I keep my work to the minimum.  
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
8. I learn some things by rote, going over and over them until I know them by heart even if !I do not 
understand them.  
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
9. I find that studying this design studio can at times be as exciting as a good novel or !movie.  
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
10. I test myself on important topics until I understand them completely.  
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(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
11. I find I can get by in most assessments by memorising key sections rather than trying to !understand 
them.  
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
12. I generally restrict my study to what is specifically set as I think it is unnecessary to do !anything extra.  
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
13. I work hard at my studio because I find the material interesting.  
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
14. I spend a lot of my free time finding out more about interesting topics which have been !discussed in 
different studios.  
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
15. I find it is not helpful to study topics in depth. It confuses and wastes time, when all you !need is a 
passing acquaintance with topics.  
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
16. I believe that lecturers shouldn’t expect students to spend significant amounts of time !studying material 
everyone knows won’t be assessed.  
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
17. I come to most studios with questions in mind that I want answering.  
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
18. I make a point of looking at most of the suggested resources that go with the studio.  
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
19. I see no point in learning resource which is not likely to be used in the assessment.  
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
20. I find the best way to pass the assessment is to try to do what the examiners like. 
(1)             (2)             (3)             (4)             (5) 
21. If we redesign this course, what one element would you want to keep in the course? 
 
 
22. What element would you want to remove from the course? 
 
23. What was your most significant learning experience in this course? 
 
24. What was your greatest disappointment about the course? 
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Revised Study Process Questionnaire (R-
SPQ-2F)
This questionnaire has a number of questions about your attitudes towards your studies and 
your usual way of studying. 
There is no right way of studying. It depends on what suits your own style and the course you 
are studying. It is accordingly important that you answer each question as honestly as you can. 
If you think your answer to a question would depend on the subject being studied, give the 
answer that would apply to the subject(s) most important to you.
Please choose the appropriate answer from drop down list. The numbers in the drop down lists 
from question 1 to question 20 stand for the following response.
1—this item is never or only rarely true of me 
2—this item is sometimes true of me
3—this item is true of me about half the time 
4—this item is frequently true of me
5—this item is always or almost always true of me
Please choose the one most appropriate response to each question. Do not spend a long time 
on each item: your Orst reaction is probably the best one. Please answer each item.
Do not worry about projecting a good image. Your answers are CONFIDENTIAL. Thank you for 
your cooperation.
* Required
Background information 1: What is your background? *
Background information 2: Which year are you in? *
Background information 3: Which year were you born? *
1. I >nd that at times studying gives me a feeling of deep personal satisfaction. *
2. I >nd that I have to do enough work on a topic so that I can form my own conclusions before
I am satis>ed. *
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4. I only study seriously what's given out in class or in the course outlines. *
5. I feel that virtually any topic can be highly interesting once I get into it. *
6. I >nd most new topics interesting and often spend extra time trying to obtain more
information about them. *
7. I do not >nd my course very interesting so I keep my work to the minimum. *
8. I learn some things by rote, going over and over them until I know them by heart even if  I do
not understand them. *
9. I >nd that studying academic topics can at times be as exciting as a good novel or  n ovie. *
10. I test myself on important topics until I understand them completely. *
11. I >nd I can get by in most assessments by memorising key sections rather than trying to  
understand them. *
12. I generally restrict my study to what is speci>cally set as I think it is unnecessary to do  
anything extra. *
13. I work hard at my studies because I >nd the material interesting. *
14. I spend a lot of my free time >nding out more about interesting topics which have been  
discussed in different classes. *
15. I >nd it is not helpful to study topics in depth. It confuses and wastes time, when all you  
need is a passing acquaintance with topics. *
16. I believe that lecturers shouldn’t expect students to spend signi>cant amounts of time  
studying material everyone knows won’t be examined. *
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17. I come to most classes with questions in mind that I want answering. *
18. I make a point of looking at most of the suggested readings that go with the lectures. *
19. I see no point in learning material which is not likely to be in the examination. *
20. I >nd the best way to pass examinations is to try to remember answers to likely questions. *
21. What are your expectations to this course? *
100%: You made it.
This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google. 
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Appendix	E:	Teacher’s	answer	of	Singapore	Souvenir	Design		
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Appendix	F:	Teacher’s	answer	of	Service	Design	
	
1 Transfer	knowledge Empower	learners	to	discover	
and	construct	knowledge
2 Provide	efficient	delivery	of	
instruction
Facilitate/cause	effective	
learning
3 Education	as	qutitative	
knowledge	acquisition
Education	as	qulitative	
transformation
4
One	-size	-fits	-all
Respect	for	individual	
needs/strengths
5 Competition Cooperation
6 Reactive Proactive
7
Institution/discipline-centered;	
isolationist
Responsive	to	
stakeholders/'clients';	
'strategyic	alliances'
8 Body	of	knowledge	exists	for	
transfer/storage
Knowledge	is	individually	
constructed	and	dynamic	
9 Culture	of	unques/oning	
acceptance	of	received	wisdom
Culture	of	inquiry	and	evidence
based	learning	
10 Teacher	responsibility	 Learner	responsibility	
11 Extrinsic	motivation	 Intrinsic	motivation	
12 Learning	is	linear	and	
sequen/ally	‘chunkable’	
Learning	is	non-linear	and	
‘hyperlinked’	
13 Instructor-led/	
dependent/micro-	managed	 Learner-led
14 Didactic,	monologic	 Activeinteractive,	dialogic	
15
Curriculum-driven	
Geared	to	learner’s	
experience/needs;	contextual	
16 Coverage	dominated	 Mastery,	distributed	cognition	
17 Classroombound;	synchronous	 Anywhere,	anytime	learning
18 Single	-	loop	learning	 Continuous	learning	loop	
19 Certification	is	key	 Competency	is	yardstick	
20 Measurement	in	terms	of	time	
on	task	
Learner-paced;	achievement-
based	measurement	
21 Individualistic	and	competitive	
learning
Cooperative,	collaborative	
learning
22 Teacher	as	expert	 Teacher	as	guide/facilitator
23
Education	is	the	responsibility	
of	teachers	
Whole	organisa/on	involvement	
in	op/mising	learning	
environment	
24
Inputs/outputs;	efficiency
Learning	quality/outcomes;	
effectiveness
25 Enrollment	 Quality	of	education	
26 Curriculum	
developmentexpansion	
Development	of	teaching/	
learning	environment	
27 Quality	of	entering	students	 Quality	of	graduates	
What	is	the	mission	of	teaching?
What	is	values	of	teaching?
What	is	the	learning	theory	behind	your	teaching?
What	is	teaching	and	learning	assumptions?
What	is	performance	indicators?
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Appendix	G:	Teacher’s	answer	of	Medical	Design	
		
1 Transfer	knowledge Empower	learners	to	discover	
and	construct	knowledge
2 Provide	efficient	delivery	of	
instruction
Facilitate/cause	effective	
learning
3 Education	as	qutitative	
knowledge	acquisition
Education	as	qulitative	
transformation
4 One	-size	-fits	-all Respect	for	individual	
needs/strengths
5 Competition Cooperation
6 Reactive Proactive
7 Institution/discipline-
centered;	isolationist
Responsive	to	
stakeholders/'clients';	
'strategyic	alliances'
8 Body	of	knowledge	exists	for	
transfer/storage
Knowledge	is	individually	
constructed	and	dynamic	
9 Culture	of	unques/oning	
acceptance	of	received	
wisdom
Culture	of	inquiry	and	evidence
based	learning	
10 Teacher	responsibility	 Learner	responsibility	
11 Extrinsic	motivation	 Intrinsic	motivation	
12 Learning	is	linear	and	
sequen/ally	‘chunkable’	
Learning	is	non-linear	and	
‘hyperlinked’	
13 Instructor-led/	
dependent/micro-	managed	
Learner-led
14 Didactic,	monologic	 Activeinteractive,	dialogic	
15 Curriculum-driven	 Geared	to	learner’s	
experience/needs;	contextual	
16 Coverage	dominated	 Mastery,	distributed	cognition	
17 Classroombound;	
synchronous	
Anywhere,	anytime	learning
18 Single	-	loop	learning	 Continuous	learning	loop	
19 Certification	is	key	 Competency	is	yardstick	
20 Measurement	in	terms	of	
time	on	task	
Learner-paced;	achievement-
based	measurement	
21 Individualistic	and	
competitive	learning
Cooperative,	collaborative	
learning
22 Teacher	as	expert	 Teacher	as	guide/facilitator
23 Education	is	the	
responsibility	of	teachers	
Whole	organisa/on	involvement	
in	op/mising	learning	
environment	
24 Inputs/outputs;	efficiency Learning	quality/outcomes;	
effectiveness
25 Enrollment	 Quality	of	education	
26 Curriculum	
developmentexpansion	
Development	of	teaching/	
learning	environment	
27 Quality	of	entering	students	 Quality	of	graduates	
What	is	the	mission	of	teaching?
What	is	values	of	teaching?
What	is	the	learning	theory	behind	your	teaching?
What	is	teaching	and	learning	assumptions?
What	is	performance	indicators?
